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• Police
Stolen Jeep
materializes
By Kathryn Ritchie
Maine Campus staff
Police recovered a stolen
1997 Jeep Grand Cherokee this
week which may have been in-
volved in a Mexican car jacking
ring.
The Texas department of pub-
lic safety contacted UMaine po-
lice last Friday after having
tracked the car to Maine. It was
apparently stolen in Mexico, sold
to a Texas car dealership and
legally purchased by someone
who then drove it to UMaine.
The incident is still under inves-
tigation.
In other police business:
'On Wednesday, March 4 at
9:30 p.m., Officer Sherri Mar-
quis stopped a car with a head-
light out. She later arrested and
charged Scott Paquette, 23, with
operating under the influence.
*On Friday, March 6, a wom-
an reported losing her purse in
the Shibles parking lot. When
she went to cancel her credit
cards, she found one had already
been used.
'On Sunday, March 8, some-
one reported their Hundai's
See POLICE on page 6
Missbn from God
Shawn Kam, first-year student, disputes Paula McCusker's
anti-homosexual demonstration in front of the Union
Wednesday. (Caleb Raynor photo.)
• Women
Council gauges
campus climate
By Jodi Sokolowski
Maine Campus staff
Generating reports and suggest-
ing improvements, the President's
Council on Women keeps busy on
campus dealing with women's is-
sues.
"The council helps to keep your
finger on the pulse of what's going on
with women here at the university,"
co-chair Sandra Caron said.
The council is comprised of fac-
ulty, students, administration and
employees of the university and meets
once a month to discuss ongoing and
future projects.
"The beauty of the committee is
the diversity it represents," Caron
said. "We come together to discuss
the campus and how to make it a
better place."
One ongoing council project is
the Environmental Scan, an assess-
ment of campus buildings.
The Environmental Assessment
team, made up of members on the
council, takes video and still pictures
of the inside of buildings.
"We'll be taking a look at the
environment on campus seeing what
kinds of symbols out there reflect
• Global Links
International students share cultures
By Kristen Dobler
Maine Campus staff
Instead of learning about
countries out of a textbook,
Maine's students can meet a
group of people from many for-
eign lands.
"Students get more from talk-
ing then they do reading a text-
book," Sammy Samaroo, a grad-
uate student in Spatial Informa-
tion Science and Engineering
from Guyana, a former colony
of British Guiana, said. "It's a
great experience. You interact
and learn from each other."
Global Links is a group of
around 40 international students
who visit Maine's schools, pro-
moting cultural understanding
and teaching students about their
countries and cultures. Marion
Harris, coordinator of co-cur-
ricular services for international
students, said the group has been
in existence for around six years
and is a part of the office of
international programs.
Chika Ukabam, a junior en-
gineering major from Nigeria,
said the Global Links program
has been an opportunity for her
to educate people about her
country, get together with other
international students and learn
more about other cultures.
Ewa Kleczyk, a freshman
from Poland, said students are
very appreciative of Global
Links members coming to their
schools and make the effort to
learn as much as they can about
member's countries before they
visit.
"It's so much fun to see stu-
dents appreciate what you're do-
ing," Kleczyk said. "They ask
you very interesting questions
that make you stop and think
and they're interested in learn-
ing about your country."
Kleczyk said she spoke to a
class who studied Polish Christ-
mas traditions. When she arrived
she was surprised to find the
class had decorated a Polish style
Christmas Tree and were ready
for a party to celebrate Christ-
mas as if they were in Poland.
Inji Queslati, a freshman ag-
ricultural business major from
Morocco, said she tries to be as
simple as possible when speak-
ing to children about her coun-
try and plays Moroccan games
From the left, Luis Rodriguez, Cannan Sockalingam and En-
rique Rodriguez enjoy a dinner held for international studen-
tsin the Dexter Lounge Wednesday night. They spoke to local
elementary schools about their own countries. (Caleb Raynor
photo.)
with them.
"I wrote their names in Ara-
bic and dressed them up," Ques-
lati said. "The were so happy,
especially with the names."
Although Niang Moussa, a
first year computer science ma-
jor from Senegal, hasn't spoken
to a class yet, he said he's look-
ing forward to sharing informa-
tion about his country with stu-
dents.
In particular, Moussa said he
would like to tell them how dif-
ferent people like in Senegal than
in the U.S.
"It's a very nice place,"
Moussa said. "People are friend-
ly and they want to welcome
you and show you all the things
about our country. They're very
proud of it."
See GLOBAL on page 5
women," said Sheri Cousins, assis-
tant director for student leadership
and community development
The.team looks to see if ther are
any sculptures, paintings, portraits and
other artwork that represent women
in buildings.
"We look at the climate on cam-
pus and if it is a welcoming or non-
welcoming one," she said. "Are there
things here to feel pride about or
hostile toward?"
They will also look at the ratio of
male to female bathrooms, if there are
graffiti on desks and walls, and what
kind of artwork is portrayed.
Shibles and Barrows Halls were
both already looked at. Barrows had
attractive elements such as a show-
case bulletin board representing the
student body as a whole. On the other
hand, there was less than desirable
graffiti such as homophobic slurs,
Cousins said.
"We hope to educate people about
the findings and that people will not
be fearful but be in open discussion
(about their surroundings)," she said.
"The council is an important voice
for women," Nancy Lewis, co-chair
and reference librarian, said.
The council tries to focus on one
project at a time but sometimes looks
at two or more at once such as the
recent and ongoing study of the Cli-
mate for Women Gradnau- Students
on Campus.
A survey was sent out to a random
sampling of both male and female
gradi late students in the lasttwo weeks.
See WOMEN on page 6
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• Slaughter
Five students killed in attack in Rwanda
1 KIGALI, Rwanda (AP) — Marauders attacked two schools in northwest Rwanda,killing five high school students at one and looting at the other, authorities said today.
They blamed Hutu rebels.
The looting occurred Wednesday while President Clinton was in the capital, Kigali,
promising to help Rwandans bring stability to their country, recovering from a 1994 genocide.
The five students were slain Tuesday, said a local official, who would not give his name.
The attacks were in neighboring villages about 55 miles northwest of Kigali, a Hutu
stronghold where Rwanda's Tutsi-led army has been battling intensifying rebel attacks.
On Monday, the rebels attacked near Ruhengeri, killing 20 people and taking two Spanish
Roman Catholic nuns hostage, apparently to care for their own wounded.
Most of the rebels took part in Rwanda's 1994 slaughter of a half-million Tutsis and
moderate Hutus. Tutsis won power and stopped the killing that July; thousands more
Rwandans have died in rebel attacks and army reprisals since then.
The rebels have stepped up attacks since November 1996, when authorities say they mixed
in along with more than 1 million Hutu refugees returning from exile in neighboring Congo.
On Wednesday, Clinton took some of the blame for the 1994 killings upon himself, saying
he and the rest of the world had failed to stop the Hutu-led massacres.
• Riots
At least four dead in
riots at detention camps
4 SEMENYIH DETENTION CAMP, Malaysia(AP) — Indonesians at a detention camp for illegal
aliens rioted and set fire to their barracks today as
police prepared to deport them. At least four people died.
One policeman and three Indonesian detainees were
killed during predawn fighting at the camp 25 miles south
of the capital, Kuala Lumpur, police spokesman Ghazali
Amin said. Thirty-four others were injured in the melee,
which started at midnight Wednesday, he said.
A human rights group, SURARM, said at least five
Indonesians were killed.
People living near the camp said that fires were set
inside throughout the night, and that several minutes of
shooting ensued when police finally tried to enter. The
witnesses said they saw plastic police shields covered with
blood.
Riots were reported in at least three other detention
camps today.
Malaysia's 10 detention camps for illegal aliens have
been badly overcrowded since the government began a
crackdown against undocumented workers.
Malaysian authorities have deported nearly 19,000
illegal aliens since January. Of Malaysia's 8 million
labor force, 3 million are migrant workers, half of
them Indonesians.
• Burnings
22 girls die in Kenya school dorm fire
2 MOMBASA, Kenya (AP) — Fire swept through a school dormitory near theIndian Ocean port of Mombasa today, killing 22 schoolgirls and injuring 31, police
said.
Some girls trying to escape through two narrow doors were crushed in the
stampede. Others died when the wooden roof collapsed.
"Most of the victims died from the physical burns of fire," said Albert Waweru,
Mombasa deputy police chief. "It's a big tragedy that has fallen on us."
At dawn, rescuers scooped the charred bones of the 15-and 16-year-olds into plastic
bags. Weeping parents gathered outside the dormitory, now a skeleton of blackened
bricks.
Authorities were trying to determine the cause of the fire at the Bombululu Seconday
School near Mazeras, about 10 miles northwest of Mombasa. An electrical fault was
suspected.
"We'll know when we interview the students. Most of the girls are in the state of
shock and unable to talk," Waweru said.
Police said 144 girls were asleep in the dorm when the fire started in the early morning.
Eight survivors had serious injuries and 23 others had minor injuries, Waweru said.
• Disaster
Survivors reeling from
impact of tornadoes
3 BALASORE, India (AP) — Dazed survivors werestill awaiting relief today, two days after a pair of
tornadoes tore across India's east coast, killing some
200 people and leaving thousands homeless.
In the villages of Balasore district in Orissa state, survivors
squatted in the hot sun. Some made feeble efforts to gather
wood to build temporary helters. Others sifted through the
remains of their collapsed homes.
Few government workers were in sight, but volunteers of the
extreme Hindu right-wing Rashtriya Swayamsevalc Sangh party
arrived in groups to distribute rice and molasses to the victims.
A tornado struck without warning Tuesday and devastated
several villages in Midnapore district in West Bengal in less
than two minutes. Then it spun off another tornado that tore
through villages in neighboring Orissa state, according to the
meteorological department.
While the Orissa state government appeared overwhelmed,
in neighboring Midnapur district in West Bengal, where most of
the destruction took place, officials were quick to organize help.
Rescue workers from the municipal government and
members of the Indian Red Cross distributed bread, rice and
molasses to the victims in Midnapur. Clean water, though,
was scarce.
Weather
The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Cool, cloudy with a
chance of rain. Highs in the
mid to high 40s.
Saturday's Outlook
Foggy and overcast.
Temperatures in the 50s.
Extended Forecast
Sunday... Cool, overcast
and rainy. Highs in the 40s.
Monday... Cool and sunny
with mixed clouds. Highs in
the 40s. Tuesday... Fair.
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• Cancer
Medical professionals warn of tanning dangers
By Krista Marrs
Maine Campus staff
As the days get longer and the air
becomes increasingly warmer, many stu-
dents will shed their layers of clothing and
bask in the sun's rays. But until the dog
days of summer hit, many turn to tanning
booths to get an early start on the bronzed-
skin look.
One nurse at Cutler Health Center says
students should know what they are doing
to themselves beforehand.
"Many people enjoy tanning to make
themselves look better," said Lillian Zan-
chi, staff nurse at Cutler. "The effects of
sun exposure or artificial means do not
necessarily appear until you get older."
Zanchi said tanning causes premature
aging, which gives the skin a tough, leath-
ery look. With enough exposure to ultra-
violet rays, skin cancer can develop.
"Over the years, there has been a rapid
increase in melanoma," said Zanchi. "And
it is expected to increase even more."
The American Cancer Society reports
that as many as 300,000 cases of skin
cancer found in the U.S. are caused by
tanning. Ninety percent of skin cancers
occur on the parts of the body not usually
covered with clothing — the face, hands,
forearms and ears. Those who try to get
tans tend to get cancer on the shoulders,
back, chest or legs.
Zanchi said students need to remember
to always use sunscreen, whether outside
in the sun or in a tanning bed.
"It is recommended that you use a
lotion with a sun protection factor of 15 or
more," said Zanchi. "Also, if you are in
water, the sun's rays can reach through
three feet of water, so you can still get
burned."
Victoria Curtis is one student at UMaine
who likes to sun tan.
"I do not tan in booths," said Curtis.
"But I am an avid tanner on vacation."
Curtis, who recently spent her spring
break in Hawaii, said she tanned for a few
hours every day at the beach.
"I think that tan skin is a sign of health,"
said Curtis. "As most people notice, when
you are sick you usually look pale."
Curtis said sun tanning is also a nice
way to relax and release stress.
However, not everyone thinks tanning
is such a great pastime. Hillary Maher
says she has seen the effects of tanning
and does not want to see it happen to her.
"My family has a history of skin cancer
caused by tanning on both sides of my
family, so I personally do not tan," Maher
said.
Maher said her mother has had a num-
ber of cosmetic surgeries to rid the early
signs of aging from tanning when she was
younger.
"I personally do not want to go through
what has happened to my mom when I get
older," said Maher. "I would rather be
pale and healthy than tan and cancer-
prone."
In spite of the dangers that tanning can
present, local tanning facilities say their
business is constant, even in the summer
months.
"This is actually the peak season for
tanning as many people are going on vaca-
tions," said Gary Eastman, who works at
the Hair Hut in Milford. "We are usually
a bit slower in the summer."
Eastman said both men and women of
14 ttenti Class of 1998on Seniors!
Don't be left out of the PRISM YEARBOOK -coming out this summer!
Have your Senior Yearbook Class Portrait
taken at the Memorial Room, in the Student Union
starting March 31st!
For more information or to sign up go to
the Information Booth or call 989-2577
TODAY! It's free and quick!
Worship this Sunday at the
Do
Wilson Protestant Student Center
67 College Avenue, Orono
11 a.m.
Come and worship with us this Sunday in the warmth
and beauty of the cathedral room at the Wilson Protestant
Student Center. Arrive any time after 10 a.m. and you
will be served a delicious brunch!
Make time for the God who calls us to give praise.
Hannah Johnson, of Jane's Gifts and Tanning in
Orono, says she has seen an increased use of tanning
beds in recent years. (Chris Taggart photo.)
a variety of ages tan at the Hair Hut.
"It is mostly a unisex thing now," said
Eastman. "Quite a range of ages come to
tan, but we do a fair num-
ber of students."
Other tanning salons in
the area offer incentives
for users. Catching Rays
in Old Town offers a 10
percent discount for stu-
dent tanners. At the Shop
'n Save plaza in Old Town,
a new facility opened ear-
lier in the year, which in-
cludes a laundromat. This
allows people to tan while
they do their laundry.
If you still want the
bronze color added to your
skin, Zanchi said there is
an alternative to tanning,
and for the most part, it is
safe to use.
"Self-tanning lotions
are all right, but they stain
the skin for a short period
of time," said Zanchi. "But
these lotions do not have
any sunscreen properties."
Zanchi urges students
to go to Cutler if they have
any questions or concerns
about melanoma, cancer or
tanning.
"Cutler has the resourc-
es to evaluate skin lesions,
and surgical excision of le-
sions is also done at the
health center," said Zanchi. "Ken Nadeau is
a physician's assistant who can accommo-
date such concerns."
Advertising Production
Artist
Position available for a production artist
at the Maine Campus. Apply now to get
acquainted with the job and meet the
members of our staff.
• Must have Knowledge of PageMaker 6.5
and Adobe Photoshop.
• Be available to work on a flexible schedule.
• Knowledge of Adobe Illustrator is a plus.
This position could qualify as an internship if interested.
For more information contact Erin at 581-1273
4Michelle Julicouer, masters program student, signs the Phi Alpha Honor
Society member book. (Caleb Raynor photo.)
Residents on Campus
Has Applications available for the position of:
Vice President of
Financial Affairs
Applicants must have at least one
year of school remaining and
completed or currently taking BUA
201 and 202.
Applications are available in the
ROC Office on the 3rd floor of the
Memorial Union or you can call
ROC at 1-1760.
The application deadline is March 51st.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
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• Academics
Students, faculty celebrate
social work anniversary
By Kathryn Ritchie
Maine Campus staff
The profession of social work is cele-
brating its hundredth birthday this year,
and University of Maine students and fac-
ulty have seized the occasion to celebrate.
"We tend to be a profession that
doesn't like to go after recognition, but I
think that's important," said Gail Werr-
bach, director of the school of social
work.
The school, tucked into tiny Annex C,
sponsored a series of noon open houses
this week, the highlight of which was a
visit by U.S. Rep. John Baldacci on Mon-
day. He and others toured the building's
narrow hallway, which featured a 100-
year timeline of key figures and happen-
ings in social work, from its beginnings
at the New York School of Philanthropy
in 1898 to a recent collaboration with the
Passamaquoddy Tribe in Indian Town-
ship.
Social work schooling first came to
the University of Maine in the 1950s,
when the sociology department offered
courses on social policy. It blossomed in
the 1970s, gaining accreditation for a
baccalaureate degree in 1979. The uni-
versity began offering a masters in social
work in 1988, with accreditation follow-
ing in 1991.
The program currently graduates 26
masters students and 25 baccalaureate
students annually, according to Werr-
bach. Both groups of students must com-
plete hundreds of hours in an unpaid
internship in pursuit of the degrees.
"It gets you in there to see the real life
stuff," said Nicole Johnson, a third-year
social work major.
As part of the week's festivities, 20
students were sworn into the new UMaine
chapter of the Phi Alpha Honor Society.
Members must be declared social work
majors, with overall grade point average
minimums of 3.2 for undergraduates and
3.9 for graduate students.
Diane Haslett, an assistant professor
of social work, is not yet sure of how the
new chapter will fit into the UMaine
community.
"It depends on how the students make
this want to evolve," she said. "We're
really fledgling at this point."
The school also boasts the 50-mem-
ber School of Social Work Student Orga-
nization, which designed the Annex time-
line. The group held its first meeting in
October and aspires to perform numer-
ous acts of community service and hold
lectures, once it gets its financial feet on
the ground. A previous social work club
was attempted last spring, but it died
when all of its members graduated in
May.
The group hopes to educate them-
selves and each other on issues pertain-
ing to their profession.
"Social workers really hold it all to-
gether," said Haslett. "Social workers
really do provide a lot of the glue that
holds society together."
Open
your mind You maY seam smething aboutYwrself
The Maine Campus
office.
LE loVaEl,bf
Nui
Position:
INrSi
needed   in nam
General o upp
International House BD:
Manage a cooperative
living arrangement for
IEI summer students.
TUTE
2 Summer Program
Assistants:
Assist with
orientation and social/
cultural activities for
international students.
Submit resume & 
references
to Catherine 
Retivier or
jr Reza 
581-3821,
Rannibal Hamlin 
Rail
SummeT
SESS
°University of Southern Maine
Registration begins April 6
Over 300 Undergraduate and Graduate Courses
Session begins May 18 • Session!! begins on July 6
Elect one-, three-, four-, and seven-week classes
Classes held on USM's Portland, Gorham, and Lewiston-Auburn campuses
Contact USM Summer Session for more information and access inquiries
or for a catalog of courses and programs
(207) 780-5617
1-800-800-4USM, ext. 5617, TTY 780-5646
37 College Ave., Gorham, ME 04038, http: / /www.usm.maine.edu / -summer
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• C.H.U.C.K.
Victim says hazing exists
By Elizabeth Beaulieu
Maine Campus staff
Eileen Stevens spoke out against haz-
ing on Wednesday night. Unfortunately,
she spoke from experience.
"I want you to give serious thought to
something that is close to my heart,"
Stevens said, addressing an audience large-
ly made up of members of UMaine' s Greek
organizations. "I began doing this because
of a personal tragedy."
Stevens has been actively trying to
raise awareness about hazing since the
death of her 20-year-old son, Chuck, in
1978 due to a hazing incident. She is a
college circuit speaker and the founder of
the Committee to Halt Useless College
Killings, or C.H.U.C.K. Stevens spoke at
the Maine Center for the Arts as part of the
Guest Lecture Series.
She told the story of how Chuck died
of acute alcohol poisoning in a hazing
exercise, which took place during initia-
tion for a fraternity.
"When Chuck's roommate said it was
hazing," Stevens said, "I thought, 'I've
never heard of this before."
Global from page 1
Schools have made a number of re-
quests for people from specific countries
to come and speak with classes that have
a new student from that country, Harris
said.
"It not only helps kids learn more
about the new country, but helps them to
appreciate where the student is from,"
she said. "It gives kids pride in their
background."
Ukabam said she was able to visit a
school who had a new student from Gam-
bia.
"They wanted people to come who
were from Africa for the class to under-
stand her culture and make her feel more
comfortable," Ukabam said.
Although schools are the group's pri-
mary focus, it also talks with other groups
including church groups, elderly people,
girl scouts and home schooled students.
Global Links members said they bring
numerous items with them to help stu-
dents learn about their countries, such as
clothing, pictures, jewelry, maps, music
and exports. They also share many of the
cultural aspects of their countries that
differ from the United States.
Harris said feedback has been posi-
tive from teachers and students.
"They feel that it's been a very en-
riching experience and they've gained a
deeper understanding of the country and
the culture."
The biggest threat
to depression is your
awareness of it.
Cause of Suicide
UNT RE 4T E D
OF PRE S /0^1
http://www.save.org
despite law, urges action
SUMMER JOBS!
A JOB FAIR at Lepage Bakeries
Kelly Services is recruiting dependable, hard workers for
the Park Street Plant of Lepage Bakeries in Lewiston. Kelly
Representatives will be accepting applications at their
Locust Street Thrift Store Building on:
Tuesday 3/31 10am - 2pm
Positions available:
PRODUCTION WORKERS MACHINE TENDERS
smppING/REcnviNG INSPECTORS
Assignments start in May and will last until September
CALL: 784-0400 / 1-800403-3026
OR STOP IN TO:
KELLY 155 Center Street
Services Auburn, Maine
Equal Opportunity Employer Never an applicant fee
Through Chuck's roommate, Joe,
Stevens was able to piece together the
circumstances of her son's death.
As a pledge for a local fraternity at
Alfred University during "hell week,"
Chuck had been put in the trunk of a car
with two other pledges and told to drink a
pint of Jack Daniels, a six-pack of beer
and a mixture of wine.
"I'm sure you're thinking what I was
thinking," Stevens said. "Surely they re-
fused."
They didn't.
Stevens said the boys were then brought
to the fraternity house and left on mat-
tresses, most of them vomiting or uncon-
scious. When Chuck turned blue an ambu-
lance was called. He was immediately
declared dead.
Two other men were brought to the
hospital and were in critical condition,
Stevens said.
"It was almost a triple tragedy," she
said.
Stevens said most hazing incidents have
three components: alcohol, intense peer
pressure and secrecy.
"These make for a deadly combina-
tion," she said.
Stevens said hazing has been kept alive
because it is "tradition." She said frater-
nity members should find ways to "bond"
in more positive ways.
"Tradition is a misnomer," she said.
"In the founding days of every organiza-
tion, hazing did not exist."
Although 41 states, including Maine,
have anti-hazing laws, hazing persists,
Stevens said. She said at least 75 people
have died in the past 25 years.
"Hazing stays with us," she said. "And
there is no way of documenting all the
cases because of the secrecy shrouding
hazing."
Stevens pointed out that hazing also
exists in other organizations such as the
military.
Stevens said she wanted to make it
clear that she wasn't "anti-Greek," but
anti-hazing.
"I don't want to offend you," Stevens
said. "I'm here to make you think."
She said later in the lecture, "I believe
in you or I wouldn't be here tonight."
Stevens said she commends the uni-
versity for addressing hazing.
"I'm here in a proactive way," she
said. "I'm usually invited to a school after
an incident has occurred."
Jared Hanson, a member of Lambda
Chi Alpha attending the lecture, said he
doesn't see hazing as a problem at the
university.
"We have a 'no hazing' policy," he
said.
Jason C. Libby, also of Lambda Chi
Alpha, said the fraternity has educational
programs for new members in which they
show a video of Stevens speaking at a
national convention 10 years ago.
Stevens concluded with a strong mes-
sage and a challenge.
"Hazing is a sign of weakness, not
strength. It has claimed too many lives,"
she said. "Only you can stop it. Change
must come from within."
On Campus Residents
Haven't Signed up for a room for
Fall 1998 and would like to live
on campus again next year?
Most options are still
available.
Walk in service is available at
103 Hilltop Commons,
Monday - Friday
8:00AM - 4:30 PM.
Stop in, fill out a housing application,
and walk away with a room assignment
for Fall 1998.
First come, first-served.
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A: Nothing. It just takes awhile for
some women to get to know "that part of
their body." I can suggest a few good
books that might be helpful. For Each
Other by Lonnie Barbach and Becoming
Orgasmic by Julia Heiman & Joe LoPic-
colo. You might want to share them with
your partner. Best wishes.
Sandra L. Caron is an associate pro-
fessor of family relations/human sexual-
ity in the College of Education & Human
Development; she teaches CHF 351 :
Human Sexuality. Questions for Dr. Ca-
ron can be sent directly to her at The
Maine Campus, Chadbourne Hall. Copy-
right Sandra L. Caron 1998.
Police from page 1
headlights had been broken while parked
in the Knox Lot. Nine days later, the
owner reported someone had kicked a
side panel in and scratched the hood with
a sharp object.
•On Wednesday, March 11 at 8 a.m.
on the Squaw Pan Road, a Chevy Nova
slid on the ice into a stopped Volvo,
causing a combined $2,100 damage.
•On Thursday, March 12 at 9:30 p.m.
on the Rangley Road, an owl flew into a
woman's GMC Jimmy's windshield, kill-
ing the owl and breaking the window.
•On Friday, March 13 at 10:30 a.m. in
the PM Lot, a Chevy pick-up didn't see a
Honda Accord pass near it and struck its
bumper, casing $3,000 damage to the
Accord and $500 to the truck.
•On Saturday, March 14 at 8 p.m. near
the Maples, a Volkswagen Fox was struck
by a Chevy Blazer when the Blazer slid
through the stop sign. The accident caused
$1,800 in damage.
•On Monday, March 16 at 5:30 p.m.,
a couple's evening stroll was interrupted
outside of Knox Hall when someone shot
at them with a paintball gun, hitting the
woman in the ear. She was uninjured and
the shooter has not been found.
•On Monday at 11:05 a.m. in the Bel-
grade Lot, a Ford pick-up truck passed
too close to a Ford Ranger, striking it and
scrapping the entire length of the side for
$800 damage.
•On Sunday, March 22 at 12:15 a.m.,
Officer Jen Arey stopped a car making a
wide turn onto the side walk near the
Long Road. She charged Gregory Croce,
20, with zero tolerance.
Less than an hour later, she spotted a
car with a license plate light out and
noticed that driver had been drinking.
She charged Michael Fries, 19, with zero
tolerance.
•Damage was reported in York, Gan-
nett, Hart and Cumberland Hall, mainly
in the form of broken windows.
Public Safety Tip of the Week:
With warmer weather on the way,
bicycles are coming out of storage and
hitting the pavement. But with increased
use comes increased theft. Always be
careful with bikes, either securing them
outside 6r bringing them indoors, away
from potential thieves.
Extended Deadline
for Student Government
Club/ Committee/ Board Budgets
Pick up budget packets in the UMSG, Inc
Financial Affairs Office, 3rd floor Memorial
Union. Return the completed forms by
3:00pm Thursday, March 26, 1998.
Your organization must have funding
approval and the president must be an
undergraduate student. Each president
or treasurer must meet with the VPFA
to go over your budget. Appointments
are being scheduled through March 27,
1998. An appointment schedule is
posted outside the UM Student
Government, Inc. Office. If all the
appointments have been assigned, please
e-mail BrookeJellison or call X1780.
Sex Matters By Sandra L. Caron, Ph.D.
Q: I am 38 years old and have been
married for over 5 years. I am still
attracted to my wife but have been
growing more and more impotent over
the past two years or so, and currently
am nearly totally impotent. During
this time, I have found myself mastur-
bating more frequently and was won-
dering if there might be some sort of
correlation. Also, do you know any
cures for impotence or any doctors in
the area you can recommend to treat
it? Male, Graduate Student
A: By impotence, I assume you mean
you are unable to get an erection, or you
lose your erection fairly quickly — be-
fore you can even begin intercourse. It's
fairly common, found in millions of men:
50 percent of men 40 to 70 years of age;
80 percent of the time it is a result of a
physical concern. Let me begin by saying
that your ability to have an erection when
you are alone masturbating, while being
unable to have one when you are with
your wife, indicates possible issues with-
in your relationship. I would suggest you
see any of our local urologists for a phys-
ical. However, seeing a local sex thera-
pist may also be useful. I'm curious to
know: What has been the impact on your
marriage? What is your wife's reaction
when this happens? She may want to join
you in counseling. It sounds like you may
want to explore some relationship issues.
You should also know that a new
drug is scheduled to be released in April
for the treatment of erectile dysfunction
(impotence). The drug, Viagra, was de-
veloped by Pfiser. It has a 70-80 percent
success rate, whether your reason for
experiencing loss of erection is medi-
cally based or psychologically based.
See a urologist for more information.
Q: I have yet to have an orgasm
with my boyfriend, either through sex-
ual intercourse or foreplay. I have
experimented with masturbation and
I am not sure that what I am feeling is
an orgasm. What's wrong with me?
Female, First-Year
Women from page 1
They hope the study will give a better overall
picture of what graduate students experience on
campus and in the community.
"There are stories people want to tell," Tina
Roberts, history graduate student and graduate
assistant to Women in Curriculum Studies, said.
"Mere are pockets on campus where there
have been gender based harassment. Not all of it
is sexual harassment but is more subtle," she said.
The study will get information to determine
what positive things are going on and where the
university falls short, Roberts said.
"We net-it to find out what things are doing
well and where we need to improve," she said.
I Ast year's project promoted educational
opportunities for classified employees, mainly
women. Classified employees, who are support
staff such as secretaries, are allowed to take up
to two tuition-free courses per semester. Some
employees were being denied permission by
their supervisors to attend classes during regu-
lar working hours.
Residents on Campus 
Has Applications available for the position of:
Vice President of
Financial Affairs
Applicants must have at least one
year of school remaining and
completed or currently taking BUA
201 and 202.
Applications are available in the
ROC Office on the 3rd floor of the
Memorial Union or you can call
ROC at 1-1760.
The application deadline is March 51st.
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• Jackson Brook
Workers at hospital welcome
financial lifeboat from the state
SOUTH PORTLAND (AP) — Work-
ers kept quiet as pay checks bounced and
rumors of mismanagement flooded
through Jackson Brook Institute, the
state's largest private psychiatric hospi-
tal.
But as state officials talked bank-
ruptcy and began moving to take over,
workers unleashed a torrent of harsh
words at the man they believe to be
responsible for the problems: Frederick
Thatcher.
"Thatcher is the Saddam Hussein of
Maine," said Mike Mondoux, director of
plant and safety operations.
Kevin Concannon, commissioner of
Maine Human Services, chose his words
more carefully but they still held a tone
of disdain for the man accused of siphon-
ing millions from the hospital.
"Let's just say he won't be winning
any awards from the Chamber of Com-
merce," Concannon said.
Thatcher, Jackson Brook's owner and
chairman of its parent company in Welle-
sley, Mass., has moved $15 million from
the hospital in the last several years,
Concannon said. The money was divert-
ed to operations in Massachusetts, in-
cluding a mental hospital in Chicopee,
Mass., that closed this month, Concan-
non said.
Thatcher also is being investigated by
the U.S. Department of Labor for alleg-
edly taking thousands of dollars from
employees' 401K retirement plans, Con-
cannon said.
"Last calendar year, he took close to
$7 million out of a $17 million opera-
tion. If this were a corner store or a
widget factory, it wouldn't last," Conc-
annon said.
Thatcher did not return calls Wednes-
day and Thursday.
Jackson Brook has blamed much of
its problems on the state's decision to
reduce Medicaid payments from
$300,000 to $186,000 a week last year,
but the state contends the problems go
beyond that.
Over the past five months, the finan-
cial troubles have led to bounced checks,
layoffs, elimination of beds and unpaid
bills.
The ramifications are significant.
If the 76-bed hospital closed, the Bang-
or Mental Health Institute, Augusta Men-
tal Health Insitute and other facilities
could come up with enough beds for
Jackson Brook's adult patients, but not
the children, according to the Alliance of
the Mentally Ill of Maine.
Jackson Brook's problems prompted
state lawmakers to enact an emergency
bill making it possible for the state to
take over mental hospitals if financial
problems put patients at risk.
Scott Taggersell, vice president of
marketing said the state's intervention in
the hospital's finances is viewed as a
positive move.
"We all share the same interest and
it's to provide quality care in a safe envi-
ronment," he said.
IT'S TIME FOR A NEW LOOK!
The MaineCard office will be issuing the
New Maine Card!
March 30th through April 3rd
8:00a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
At the new MaineCard Office
Second Floor, Memorial Union
From March 30 through April 3, the MaineCard office will begin re-carding all current
MaineCard cardholders. Additional equipment supplied by AT&T and a combined
effort between employees and student volunteers will minimize waiting time. All
current cardholders are encouraged to get their new MaineCard during this week.
Your New Maine Card will be
No Cost to You!
New feature! The new Mainecard will also serve as your AT&T calling card.
AT&T is offering students, faculty and staff a special rate for this service. Check it
out!
A Great Cause! For each new card that is issued during the week of March 30
through April 3, TKE will raise money for the Special Olympics.
SO DON'T DELAY!
You will need to bring your current
MaineCard or some other form of ID
when you come to get your new
MaineCard
• Activism
Bates students protest policy
LEWISTON (AP) — About 600 Bates
College students gathered for a mass meet-
ing to discuss allegations of sexual ha-
rassment, assault and rape that have swept
the campus.
Several students told of their experi-
ences Wednesday evening as victims of
sex crimes, said college spokeswoman
Patti Lawson.
Near the end of the meeting, two vic-
tims urged the gathering not to pressure
unwilling victims into filing charges.
"They pleaded with the crowd to let
them make their own choices," Lawson
said.
The meeting was closed to the media.
Earlier Wednesday, about 300 angry
students protested outside the home of
Bates President Donald Harward after a
string of alleged sexual assaults involving
a male student.
The student, who was apparently con-
cerned for his safety, disappeared before
administrators could remove him from
campus Wednesday afternoon, said Patti
Lawson, spokeswoman for the college.
Students frustrated by perceived inac-
tion by the administration held a candle-
light vigil Tuesday night that escalated
when someone suggested they take their
concerns directly to Harward.
The group arrived outside Harward's
home early Wednesday and began shout-
ing at him and pounding on his door.
Some students threatened to rush in-
side the president's home even as Har-
ward tried to address them from his front
steps as dozens of local and state police
came to the scene at 12:30 a.m.
"People are riled up and they're impas-
sioned," said sophomore Katy Mills, who
contends the sexual assaults date to last
fall and that none have been resolved.
"It's a way to get things done."
Dean of Students Celeste Branham
said there were no formal complaints in
the college disciplinary system until this
week.
Three students brought formal charges
against the student for sexual harassment
and sexual assault Monday, and another
student discussed bringing a charge of
rape against him Tuesday, Branham said.
Two students also lodged complaints
of sexual assault on Saturday against a
different male student, she said.
Lewiston Police Sgt. Tom Avery said
Wednesday that there have been no rapes
reported to his department.
"Nobody has come forward. We're in
a position where we're also wondering
what's happening," Avery said. "Unless
we have a victim we cannot investigate."
Harward met with some of the students
Wednesday morning in his office in hopes
of resolving the problems.
The students had a list of demands
including a change in the policy that re-
quires a sexual assault victim to confront
the attacker during Student Conduct Com-
mittee hearings, Lawson said.
They also wanted changes in the make-
up of the committee, along with date rape
awareness sessions during first-year stu-
dent orientation and revisions in the stu-
dent handbook, she said.
Travel Study to Japan
Nag 17-30, 1998
CHF 404 Introduction to Japanese Culture • 3 credits
Experience family life (you will be
in homestays), education, the work
world, traditional crafts and art in
and around Kyoto, Nara and
Osaka.
Knowledge of the Japanese
language is not required.
Cost: Airfare, homestays & excursions
approx. $2,700. plus tuition.
For further information call or E-mail
Michele Rowles in the Continuing
Education Division 581-3142
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(starting March 30th)
0 
cally S. Student
00B: 01/01/00
it's worth even more than you think
twto
.11111111t
Up to $10 worth of free calling, plus a free Student Advantage®
membership with discounts worth up to 50% off every day at
thousands of neighborhood places and national sponsors like Kinko's,
Tower Records, Greyhound and Choice Hotels International. That's
what you'll qualify for when you add the AT&T Calling Card feature
to your new MaineCard, and adding it is free.
Be sure to add the AT&T Calling Card feature and
get free stuff when you get your new MaineCard.
Place: Date: Time:
The Lown Room Monday, March 30
thru
Friday, April 3
8am - 6pm
It's all within your reach.®
©1998 AT&T. Certain restrictions apply. See brochure at the carding event for more details. 111111111•1111,
AT&T
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• Nuclear waste
Proposed Nevada dump site may be active
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Nevada
site proposed for storage of the nation's nu-
clear waste could have an earthquake or lava
flow every 1,000 years or so, about 10 times
more frequently than earlier estimated, ac-
cording to a new study.
Using satellites to measure minute ground
motions, researchers reported Thursday that
they found the Earth's crust around Yucca
Mountain, Nev., is stretching at the rate of up
to .06 of an inch a year — much faster than
previously estimated.
The finding means that an earthquake or
a volcanic eruption is much more likely dur-
ing the 10,000-year lifetime of the under-
ground nuclear waste repository now being
considered for Yucca Mountain, said Brian
Wernicke of the California Institute of Tech-
nology.
Yucca Mountain, 90 miles northwest of
Las Vegas, is the only site for storing the
nation's nuclear waste now being considered
by the Energy Department. The agency plans
to issue a final report to the president on the
suitability of the site in 2001 and start con-
struction by 2002.
Tim Sullivan, a lead Energy Department
geologist and manager with the Yucca Moun-
tain project, said the "initial cut" on the
Wenicke study is that it will have no effect on
decisions about the Yucca Mountain project.
"We will be evaluating this information
to provide a more definitive finding," said
Sullivan. A risk assessment has already found
a very low likelihood that a volcano or an
earthquake at Yucca Mountain would create
a problem for the buried nuclear waste, he
noted.
Volcanoes and earthquakes have oc-
curred in the Yucca Mountain area over the
last 10,000 to 1 million years, Wernicke
said, but such events occur so infrequently
that he expected his team to measure a
crustal motion of about .003 of an inch a
year. Instead, they found more than 10 times
that amount.
"The rate (of crustal stretching or strain)
that we measured was unexpectedly high,"
said Wernicke. "We interpreted that as indi-
cating that Yucca Mountain may be in a
period of higher potential for earthquake or
volcanoes than what might normally be the
case if you just look at the geological record."
Plans call for about 40,000 metric tons of
nuclear wastes from atomic power plants and
other sources to be entombed about 1,000
feet beneath Yucca Mountain. The reposito-
ry is supposed to contain the highly radioac-
tive material for at least 10,000 years, pre-
venting it from escaping to the surface or into
the ground water.
Ground motion around Yucca Mountain
suggests that the site could be entering a
period of intensified activity, caused either
by seismic strain or by the movement of
molten rock deep beneath the surface, said
Wernicke. Either phenomenon, he said, would
account for the increased surface motion.
"This is something that can't be ignored
in evaluating the hazards" of building the
repository, said Wemicke. "If we are in a
period of accelerated motion, then the likeli-
hood of volcanic eruption may go up about
tenfold."
Wernicke said it is not clear whether
Yucca Mountain would be a safe repository
or not. That determination, he said, will re-
quire more measurements over the next few
years.
"I don't see any obvious indication that
will disqualify the site at this time," he said.
The Yucca Mountain area motion is only
about 1 percent to 10 percent of the bulging
motion seen in some active volcanic areas,
such as Mammoth Mountain in California,
Wernicke said.
• Trash TV
Springer talk show guest arrested, again
GENEVA, N.Y. (AP) — A woman
who revealed on "The Jerry Springer
Show" that she had sex with a 16-year-old
boy has been arrested for seeing him again.
Dawn Marie Eaves, 24, had been un-
der court order not to have any more
contact with the teen-ager. She was
charged Wednesday with criminal con-
tempt after police spotted them together
in downtown Geneva.
Eaves was originally sentenced to five
years' probation after she pleaded guilty
to having sex with the boy. That charge
followed her October appearance on the
television talk show with the boy and
Michael Griffith, who is the father of one
of her children.
On the show, Griffith confronted Eaves
about her relationship with the 16-year-
old. The pair had an argument, which led
to a fistfight between Griffith and various
guests.
The television appearance prompted
an investigation and a third-degree rape
charge.
Eaves was in jail today in lieu of
$2,000 bail.
Study Abroad Fair
/ I 1 14 1
lob
I. a
Tuesday
March 31, 1998 - 2:00-5:00 pm
Bangor Lounge - Memorial Union
Information will be available on academic study abroad options in
•Australia & New Zealand
•Asia •Africa
• Canada
• Central &South America
•Western and Eastern Europe
Sponsored by the office of International Programs
581-1509
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HoltraChem, clean up your act
Last week's court ruling against HoltraChem Manufacturing Co. will dolittle to curtail the firm's environ-
mental degradation in Penobscot County.
Within six months, HoltraChem must
shut down chlorine production for six days
to provide safety training.
The company must also hire three en-
vironmental specialists approved by the
Department of Environmental Protection
to oversee operations at the plant. A fine
for noncompliance with regulations will
be determined through negotiations be-
tween the company and DEP.
The lawsuit was initiated in response
to a 20,000-gallon hazardous waste spill
on Feb. 20. The contamination, which
discharged mercury-laden brine into the
Penobscot River, was the ninth spill in
the last 13 months, including an incident
last summer that sent 10 people to the
hospital.
But HoltraChem's legacy of pollution
continues well beyond the last year. The
plant opened in 1967 and has legally pol-
luted the Penobscot River since its incep-
tion. HoltraChem has been protected by
the state until now, avoiding fines for its
numerous violations.
Chlorine can be synthesized by cost-
effective alternative means that need not
result in mercury discharge, but DEP
chose to grandfather the company under
a 1971 Maine law banning emission of
the toxin.
HoltraChem has been permitted to re-
lease thousands of pounds of mercury into
the air and water. Thirteen tons of nox-
ious sludge have been buried in unlined
landfills.
Mercury is a proven neurotoxin with
alarming consequences like blindness and
loss of muscular control, particularly in
children.
Yet HoltraChem has been permitted
to use a small tributary of the Penobscot
as its hazardous waste dump for more
than 20 years. A DEP official claims
that last June this stream's water was
caustic enough to dissolve the skin on
his hand.
HoltraChem has evaded environmen-
tal regulations for too long. The company
has shown little concern for human health,
concealing hazards from the community.
DEP has been exceedingly generous.
HoltraChem has certainly not shown
itself deserving of preferential treatment.
DEP cannot waver. It must make an ex-
ample of those who will not respect envi-
ronmental regulations. Either the plant
cleans up its act, or substantial fines
should be levied to financially cripple
HoltraChem.
The perils of privatization
privatizing psychiatric care by down-sizing Maine's two state mental hospitals — Augusta Mental Health Insti-
tute and Bangor Mental Health Institute —
was supposed to provide patients with better
care and save Maine taxpayers money.
However, because of a series of poor
financial decisions by the owners of Jack-
son Brook Institute, the state's largest
private mental hospital, the state has
agreed to an estimated $250,000 taxpay-
er bail-out to cover the hospital's pay-
roll and supplies for the next seven to 10
days.
The bail-out should give the workers
and patients at Jackson Brook a glimmer
of hope. That the state is willing to com-
mit this amount of money to sustain the
hospital indicates an interest maintaining
the facility.
Unfortunately, the future of Jackson
Brook is still uncertain. The swindlings
and fiscal irresponsibilities of the Massa-
chusetts-based owner and operator Fred-
erick Thatcher have landed the hospital
in serious financial difficulty. Workers
have lost faith in any leadership — checks
bounce, and even basic supplies are be-
yond their reach. The conditions force
the assumption that patients are not re-
ceiving the quality of care to which they
are entitled.
Jackson Brook is the only facility of its
kind in southern Maine. Its failure would
bode ill for the most populous and pros-
perous region of the state; it is obvious its
largest problems are the direct result of
poor and callous leadership. The state has
been wise in stepping up to plate and sav-
ing the hospital, but the hospital shouldn't
forever be a foster child to the state. New,
local leadership should be sought to re-
store the hospital to an independent, suc-
cessful entity.
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—the histcric significance of this
ama carit be overlooked. When they
wcfm dosing in cal, Intl, Nixon ran
clown here ancl hid in this—oh,
hello, Bill !
• Letters
• Modern languages not the only downsized department
To the Editor:
I just read Chris Charles' opinion piece
on the importance of modern language in-
struction in today's world. I couldn't agree
with him more!
I believe that it is hard to be a truly
educated person without having a working
knowledge of at least a second language.
The reasons are many, and Chris has artic-
ulated some of them very well.
As the dean of the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences, I qualify as its main
administrator. I must say that Chris has
never asked me my opinion or views on
language learning. If he had, I would have
told him that the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences is working steadfastly to make
possible the reinstatement of a proficiency-
based language requirement. I also would
have pointed out that Kim 011er and I pre-
sented a two-and-one-half hour seminar in
Lewiston last Friday at Lewiston-Auburn
College on the logistics of instituting two-
way bilingual education in the public
schools of Maine. If Chris had truly sought
the views of the administration, he also
would have found that President Hoff be-
lieves strongly that every student should
learn a second language well enough to be
able to use it.
It is true, however, that the modern lan-
guage department at the University of Maine
has shrunk overthe past several years. This
is also true of many of our other depart-
ments and does not reflect a lack of interest
on the part of the university in language
education, but rather the fiscal times in
which welound ourselves. It is not true that
Spanish is being phased out as a major at
the university next year, nor is it true that
we have any plans to do so any time in the
future.
Rebuilding the modern language depart-
ment will depend upon prioritizing our re-
sources, student interest and developing new
resources. We will need to build a modern
language department that reflects the cul-
tural heritage of our state and the diversity
of our community and nation. I invite Chris
and other students who have interest in this
area to participate in the process.
Rebecca E. Eilers
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
To the Editor:
Other people will correct the inaccu-
rate information cited in the March 25
article by Chris Charles, "Multicultural
policy hypocritical." I would like to re-
spond to Chris' concerns as a Spanish fac-
ulty member.
First of all, I would like to thank Chris
for his devotion to a good cause, and for
his commitment to speaking out in favor
of an issue which many of us hold very
dear: diversity, and within that, linguistic
diversity.
I agree that far too few of the people
living in the United States are fluent in a
language other than English, lnd those
who are multilingual usually have come
from another country — or have been dis-
criminated against for their linguistic plu-
ralism. Franco-Americans, Native Ameri-
cans, and Hispanics are some of the groups
which immediately come to mind.
As a language faculty member, I fre-
quently encounter students who inform me
they are only taking a language because
they are required to do so in order to grad-
uate. They often do not see the value of
another means of communication because
they are going to live in Maine or simply
because they do not plan to travel much.
While I cannot predict what turns any
one person's life is going to take, I can
attest to the many doors which are opened
and the overall enrichment of a person's
life by the acquisition of a second (or third
or fourth) language.
There is not enough space to list all
these things here, but my own door is open
to any student who wishes to talk about
what a multilingual future can mean. I will
speak from the heart, knowing what it has
done to transform my own outlook on the
world.
Kathleen March
Professor of Spanish
lircour opinion'
matters
Write a letter
to the editor.
The Maine Campus
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• Column
Holding on with sorrow of times lost
Dear Dad,
Things didn't work out quite like
I expected.
I'm not sure why I'm writing to
you now, all things considered. We
weren't very good at correspon-
dence under the best of circumstanc-
es. And, of course, that phrase does
not describe the past eight or nine
years of our relationship. We spoke
about once a year, I guess. Or was
it every other year? I suppose it
doesn't matter anymore.
It had been two years between
empty gestures when I saw you
three weeks ago. I will always won-
I worry that it was. I would wor-
ry more if it was not. And again,
what would hurt more? I don't
know. I will never know.
Your voice had been broken,
like your heart would be later. But
in that instant it was just a twisting
of your insides. I know. I was there.
You took the letters, the transcripts,
the scholarships, a future you could
never have hoped for (you came
from a different time, a different
place) and you read them. And
By Scott Labby
der why it took until that moment
for us to have a normal conversa-
tion. The feeling that overwhelmed
me then was borne from the shock
and wonder you experienced upon
hearing about what was happening
in my life. Had you always cared?
Perhaps you had. Had I always
cared? Perhaps I had. Does that
make it hurt more, or less? I don't
know. I just don't know.
Was it an hour? Two? I remem-
ber how your hand shook while
you dragged on the cigarette, and
how I thought, "At least it's not a
Camel."
Isn't that funny? That most preg-
nant of moments, swollen with a
fetus, an anvil, a cicada, not of 17
years but of 70, defined by a crum-
pled package of GPC Lights. Well,
well.
And we talked, and it was us,
and where had we been? Even now:
Was that real?
Editorial Policy
again. You looked at me (and I had
never seen that look, and it scared
me, a little) and you got up to put
on your jacket. You said you need-
ed to take my things with you. I
found out later that you went to a
lady friend (you dog, you) and had
her read them out loud. She told
me that you made her read them,
over and over. Once you had things
committed to memory, you reached
for the phone, she said. You made
the calls you needed to make, she
said. Does she know about the one
to me? I'm not sure.
You said all you wanted from
me was that I come back. I lied to
you (and I fear the day I repeat
the lie). I said I would. I asked if
you needed any money. Of
course, you told me to go to hell.
Did you ever take any help from
anyone? Surely not; being a stub-
born son-of-a-bitch was your life-
blood.
I was in Cambridge when I
found out.
How ironic. Nothing could
have been further from the reali-
ty of your life, or from my own
past.
I called to check my mail. The
police had brought a special de-
livery from you, c.o.d.. You nev-
er did care for credit, did you?
No putting off what you owe; a
man pays his debts, one-potato-
two-potato, olly-olly-in-for-free,
and nothing's free, and I'm not a
child anymore, and neither are
you. You looked older than I re-
membered, that last time I was
there. You were in the car when
they found you, and they said
you looked peaceful. Some of
my stuff was on the passenger
seat. I found the rest of it, later,
in the kitchen of your house. It
was very quiet, and in that quiet
I tried to remember the words
we had spoken before. I heard
them echo, but I couldn't quite....
catch them.
At the ceremony, you probably
noticed that I waited until every-
one left before I came. Do you
remember what I said? I spoke,
and I waited for an answer. You
didn't respond. Not that I blame
you; it would have awkward, I
suppose. I waited for the expres-
sion on your face to change. But
that's you; always the stoic. I tried
to hold your hand, but you were
so cold, and I knew that I couldn't
make you warm. And if I had to
do it all over again (ah, those
words) I would have held on any-
way. That's it. I would have held
on, anyway.
Scott Labby is a senior history
major and is a columnist for The
Maine Campus. Scott suggests not
waiting until it's too late.
Letters to the editor can be sent to The Maine Campus, 4th Floor, Chadbourne Hall,
University of Maine, Orono, ME 04469; via e-mail: to_the_editor@umit.maine.edu; or by
fax: 581-1274. Letters must be fewer than 250 words in length. Guest columns must be between 600-700
words in length. The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit letters for length, taste, style,
grammar, libel. Letters must include full name, address and telephone number.
Internships provide
invaluable experience
As the semester draws toan end, many students arescrambling to apply for in-
ternships. Whether this involves
pouring coffee for bigwigs, doing
all the dirty work or actually learn-
ing something, university students
are ready and willing.
Applying for an internship can
be just as bad or even worse than
applying for college. The competi-
tion is much harder and, if students
don't get an internship, they may
not graduate from college or get a
good job once they enter the "real
world." As the Wall Street Journal
said Tuesday, internships have be-
come the gateway to the future.
So where does the average col-
lege student start?
the greatest thing since peanut but-
ter and fluff. It's as if an entire
internship revolves around three
paragraphs. Applying for an intern-
ship can involve a number of other
requirements, but it all comes down
to making achievements "look
good on paper."
Internships have even become
crucial for companies. Some com-
panies interview prospective interns
as much as eight times.
Brent C. Inman, national recruit-
ing director for Coopers & Ly-
brand, expressed the view of many
recruiters when he said they are
making an investment in a student
By Kristen
Dobler
The Wall Street Journal said stu-
dents should be committed to what
they want to do and work their best
to prove themselves to their em-
ployers. This sounds easy enough;
it' s just a matter of finding the right
place to be an intern.
Although most students do gain
something from an internship,
many students discover they could
be gaining just as much doing the
same thing working at Dunkin'
Donuts. Students should make sure
there is some kind of definition for
what they will be doing before they
commit themselves.
Probably all university depart-
ments can guide their students to-
ward internships, along with uni-
versity career centers. Most of the
time, all students have to do is call
groups they would like to work for
and ask if they offer internships.
The rising popularity of internships
has spurred the publication of many
reference manuals.
To the dismay of many students,
landing an internship entails much
more than searching for one. Stu-
dents end up filling out more pa-
perwork for internships than they
did when they applied for college.
Resumes are the key to apply-
ing for an internship. The goal of
writing one is to capitalize on what-
ever little experience a student has
had. Recommendations will either
make or break a student's opportu-
nity to get an internship. Students
can only hope their professors will
forget the one too many classes
they skipped or their late papers.
Probably the most important and
popular thing sought by compa-
nies is the infamous cover letter.
This is the letter in which appli-
cants make themselves sound like
and they want someone who is set
on breaking into their industry. Hir-
ing interns not only allows groups
to prepare them for careers in the
business, it allows them to prepare
their possible future employees.
This semester I felt the pressure
of applying for an internship. Luck-
ily, I had the help of one of my
professors. If she hadn't been there
to help me, I don't think I would
have gotten one. Without the help
of someone who's been through
the process before, most students
find themselves caught up in the
many associated problems.
A major difficulty is that most
internships are for credit only. Not
only do interns have to remain
broke all summer long, but they
have to pay for the credits they
receive. A part-time job might bring
in some extra money, but intern-
ships take up so much time that
many interns choose not to do one.
My dreams of being an intern in
New York and taking the train each
day were squelched when I real-
ized I would have to work nights to
afford even the train tickets.
As much as applying for an in-
ternship is a real pain, the outcome
is worth the effort. The job market
is becoming more competitive as
the number of people attending col-
lege grows. The Journal article also
said students who are interns are
more likely to get higher paying
jobs when they graduate. Consid-
ering all the loans I'll have, I hope
it's true.
Kristen Dobler is a sophomore
English and journalism major
from Monroe, Conn., and is the
assistant city editor for The
Maine Campus.
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by Roger and Salem Salloom© 1997
I'm gonna flunk history
class.
I'm getting that sinking
feeling.
The teacher said he'd
reconsider if he could meet
with my parents. So, we all
went out to lunch, but/fell
asleep at the table.
I've lost interest in things
that don't move.
Guess I'm gonna flunk
history class.
Leold www.leold.com
by Roger and Salem Salloom© 1997
I have only one friend named
BRAD. I guess that's because
the rest were killed during the
great BRAD purges of 1953,
1962 and 1974.
My friend BRAD was born
overseas in Asia when the last
purge happened. He likes it
because it helps with girls at
parties.
Personally, I think it's wrong to
take advantage of his rare
name. But! bet he is always
looking over his shoulder for
potential BRAD bigots.
I think people should be on
guard against anti-BRADISM
creeping into their soul.
It's everywhere, especially
among the ignorant. I'm so
glad! live in a college town
where everything is less
obvious.
By Travis Dandro
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Leold www.leold.com
by Roger and Salem Salloom© 1997
Our teacher asked us to think
very carefully and try to
remember and write down the
saddest moment of our lives
and the happiest moment.
The saddest moment was
when I fell down and knocked
out one of my teeth.
The happiest moment was
when my brother fell down
and lost his tooth.
Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Friday, March 27
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: As Mer-
cury, planet of the mind, appears to change direction
on your birthday, you may find it difficult to start
anything new. Take that as a sign you should be
doing less and thinking more. One day you will
achieve something spectacular. Right now you
should be planning ahead.
ARIES (March 21- April 19): You may have
to abandon something you once had high hopes for
but don't feel too gloomy about it. Look at it as a
learning experience and next time you do some-
thing similar you are more likely to make a success
of it. Remind yourself that no real effort is ever
wasted.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): As Mercury
turns retrograde today it is important that you keep
things simple and don't confuse yourself with ideas
that are too big for your mind to grasp. You are
already heading in the right direction, so take it a
step at a time and don't worry too much about your
overall progress.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): You may have
to fight for your rights today. If so, it is essential that
you do not compromise your position in the slight-
est: if you give rivals the impression that you don't
have the stomach for a battle of wills they will take it
as a sign of weakness. Lose your temper if you must
but don't lose out.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Don't push
ahead with something others don't agree with sim-
ply because you know it will annoy them. Even if
they deserve to be given a tough time it won't do
you much good in the long-term. Tomorrow's New
Moon means it will pay you to keep in with col-
leagues and employers.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): As Mercury, planet
of the mind, turns retrograde today you may not be
the fun-loving, joke-cracking Leo we all know and
love. But who says you have to be? Even Leos need
some time to be alone with their thoughts. Don't
think you have to live up to your reputation.
VIRGO (Aug. 23- Sept. 22): If common sense
tells you one thing and intuition tells you something
different, which one do you follow? As Mercury,
your ruler, appears to change direction today this is
only one of the dilemmas you will have to deal with.
There is no right answer. You will just have to guess.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): You must expect
partners and loved ones to be critical today. And as
Mercury turns retrograde in your opposite sign it
may be difficult to work out why they are being so
negative towards you. The truth is they don't know
themselves. Don't take it personally, it's just one of
those things.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): The more you
complain about something the worse it seems to get.
Of course, being a Scorpio you don't want to change
your tactics — that might be seen as an admission of
defeat — but it would certainly pay you to be a little
less critical today, especially of things you don't
really understand.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22- Dec. 21): Don't
give up on something just because you cannot make
the kind of progress with it that you would like. The
next few days may be frustrating but there is no
need to panic. Turn your attention to something else
until you feel ready to take another stab at it.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19): Whatever
else you do today don't get caught in the middle of
two rival factions, especially if the factions are mem-
bers of your own family There is no right side or
wrong side in this particular dispute, so it might be
best to mind your own business and refuse to get
involved.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Take a break
if you need it. Come to that, take a break even if you
don't need it. From the look of your chart it is highly
unlikely you will make much progress in any direc-
tion today, so why not take that as a sign to slow
down and recharge your batteries?
PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20): It is a lot easier
to talk big than act big. That is certainly the case
today as Mercury, planet of communication, ap-
pears to go into reverse. No matter what you hear,
no matter what you are told is going to happen, it is
more talk than substance, so don't take it seriously.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Saturday, March 27
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: If you
were told that the world will beat a path to your door
would that fill you with delight or dismay? If it's the
latter, don't worry. There are so many good aspects
on your birthday that even if you have got some-
thing to hide no one will care. They may even praise
you for it.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): It's time to
move up a gear. With a New Moon in your birth
sign and the Sun aspecting Pluto you are capable of
superhuman efforts this weekend. Start at a run and
keep getting faster. Your momentum will carry you
past obstacles that probably made your rivals quake.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): The thing to
remember this weekend is that others are not block-
ing your way deliberately. It may at times look that
way but that has more to do with your own state of
mind than anything partners and colleagues are
actually doing. No one is ganging up on you. Your
only enemy is yourself.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): What you gain
will be more important than what you lose this
weekend. That news may fill you with foreboding
over what you are likely to lose but there is no need
to worry. If you lose anything at all it will be
something you are glad to be without
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): If you are
starting something new this weekend then your
name will soon be up in lights. Both the New Moon
in Aries and a dramatic Sun-Pluto aspect mean you
have the vision, the confidence and, above all, the
ruthlessness to make a success of whatever you are
planning.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Life moves in cycles
and what happens over the next two days will make
it abundantly clear that a more positive cycle is
beginning for you. You don't have to do anything
special, just notice the things that happen and move
with the flow rather than try to swim against it.
VIRGO (Au& 23- Sept. 22): Timing is every-
thing in life and the time Uzi make your move is now
while there are so many positive aspects working in
your favor. If you have an important business or
financial deal to fmali7P then try and sign and seal it
today - at the very least agree on the major details.
LIBRA (Sept 23 - Oct. 22): You cannot afford
to be soft r •entimental this weekend. With the Sun
and Plu' di perfect alignment this is the ideal time
to in, ,se your will on situations which have be-
come rather chaotic. That doesn't mean that you
should be ruthless or unpleasant but you do need to
be tough.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov.21): No one in their
right mind would knowingly annoy you because
sooner or later you always get your own back, plus
interest. Therefore, consider the possibility that some-
one is being stupid rather than spiteful today. You
can be vengeful if you want to but is it worth the
effort?
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22- Dec. 21): You like
a challenge and the challenges you set yourself this
weekend are likely to be bigger and bolder than
anything you have done before. Others may say you
are taking on far too much but you know better. You
also detect a hint of jealousy in their words.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19): You are
used to criticism and usually you just ignore it but
from the look of your solar chart you are in the
mood to bark back - with a vengeance. You may
regret it afterwards but there really is no need: an
emotional outburst will clear the air dramatically
this weekend.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Whatever
you start this weekend you will have to see through
to completion, so it is essential that you know it's
what you want to be doing a week, a month,
maybe even six months from now. If there are any
doubts at all it might be best not to commit your-
self too heavily.
PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20): If you are in
any way ambitious then now is the time to lay your
cards on the table and let everyone know what it is
you are hoping to accomplish. Someone, some-
where has the right opportunity for you but you
may never find it unless you let the world know
you exist.
ENTERTAINMENT
CAN YOU SPARE ANY
OFFICE SUPPLIES! I'M
ON AN UNDERFUNDED
PROTECT.
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CAN YOU SPARE SOME
RESOURCES, LADY
HOW ABOUT TI-k AT
INTERN? ARE YOU
USING HIM .7
I'LL MELT INTO THE
BACKGROUND AND LET
YOU GET BACK TO YOUR
PALACE AND YOUR FANCY
COFFEE.
FIRST YOU NAVE
TO LEARN HOLJ
TO GIVE YOURSELF A
SPONGE BATI-k AT THE
WATER FOUNTAIN.
New York Times Daily Crossword No. 1227
ACROSS
1 Groomed
8 Change in
Toledo
is World War I
battle site
16 Part of a table?
17 Demand
18 1987 Daryl
Hannah title role
16 Bug's bugbear
21 -- a secret
22 Jerk
23 -Christ of St.
John of the
Cross" artist
25 Germane
27 Don't go
29 Rapid transit?
32 Sleeping aid?
37 Bunkers
38 Latvia and
Estonia, once
39 Hair color
40 Director
Wertmuller
41 Literary inits.
42 "--Prayer"
(1990 hit)
44 Major Czech
export
48 Dear guy?
so Thick fog
54 Popular
retirement
destination
57 Plot
58 Protective wall
59 Gas guzzlers
60 Office holder
61 Final order
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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DOWN
I Croak
2 Romain de
Tirtoff's nom
d'art
3 Foreign military
leaders
4 Cousin of "It's
rude to point!"
5 Sanskrit's
language group
6 Cain's eldest
7 Casual attire
811, to III, par
exemple
9 "Turn to Stone"
grp.
to Kind of symbol
ii PC post
12 Lets touch
these
13 Part of a
cornerstone
inscription
14 Gun that uses
nine-millimeter
ammo
20 Actor's area
=Cubes
24 Not straight
25 The Jackal, e.g.
26 Former county
in central
Scotland
28 1968 U.S. Open
champ
30 Detritus on the
side of a
mountain
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16
17 18
19 20 21
22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31
32 33 34 35 36
37 )
38
39 40 41
42 43 44 45 46 47
48 49 50 51 52 53
54 55 56 57
58 59
60 61
Puzzle by Martin Ashwood Smith
31 "Red River"
woman —
Millay
32 Huelva house
33 Bull's delight
34 Eyelashes
35 Frigg's
husband
36 Amerique
43 Down Under
soldier
45 Added a wallop
to
46 United
47 Donne's " 
and Sonnets"
48 Quip
49 Mouthy?
50 Head
51 Air f eshener
option
52 Relentlessly
53 Quietus
55 Stop waffling
56 Name tag?
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concerns — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-728-3036.
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• Performance
'Wild Abandon' will keep audience awake
By Derek Rice
Maine Campus staff
The posters alone are enough to get the
attention of passers-by: "Bare Ass! pro-
ductions presents Wild Abandon." The
show itself, written by Daniel McIvor, is
no less in-your-face than the posters.
"If you thought [last semester's] 'Hu-
What: "Wild Abandon," directed by Claude
Giroux and starring Tim Simons, Jeremy Sto-
ver and Matt Littlefield.
Where: The actors studio, second floor of
1944 Hall. Follow the arrows.
When: Friday and Saturday at 7:30 p.m.,
Sunday at 2 p.m.
Warnings: Seating for these performances is
limited to 50 per show, so go early. Also, it
features strong language and mature subjects.
man Remains' was intimate, wait until
you see this," director Claude Giroux said.
With the production, the four people
involved — Giroux, sophomores Tim Si-
mons and Matt Littlefield, and junior Jer-
emy Stover — are experimenting with the
theatre experience. For example, mem-
bers of the audience will not seat them-
selves; Littlefield and Stover will meet
them in the foyer, as their faceless charac-
ters, and seat them.
The seating itself is also a little differ-
ent. There is no stage, per se. Instead there
is a catwalk of sorts, strewn with various
props — a Speak-and-Spell, a hobby-horse
type of toy, among other things. The audi-
ence, instead of being seated in a more
traditional fashion, is arranged in two rows
of chairs on either side of this "catwalk
from hell." Giroux said this is to encour-
age people to be on their toes.
"You see people going to the theater,
and they look like they've had a big dinner
and they settle in to relax," he said. "We're
going to wake them up a bit."
Wild Abandon is essentially a one-
person show, starring Simons as Steve, a
young man who has, for lack of a better
word, "issues" with a capital "I." Little-
field and Stover stand in the shadows and
provide voices as well as other sounds.
They also bring other "props" into the
mix.
In his foreword to the play, author
McIvor writes, "A one-person show is not
so much a performance as it is an admis-
sion. That admission must never be re-
stricted."
In keeping with this theme, Steve
spends nearly an hour telling stories from
different points in his lifetime. The com-
mon theme through most of them is that of
discomfort and isolation. He starts to tell
the story of the day Alphonse McKeegan
Jeremy Stover, left, Tim Simons and Matt Littlefield star in Wild Abandon,
a play that deals with love, isolation and death. (Chris Taggart photo.)
killed a duck, which turns out to be critical
to the show, early on, but doesn't finish it
until the final moments of the show.
While some in the audience may make
connections between his stories through-
out the show, or admissions, it is not until
he completes the duck story that the whole
picture becomes clear.
Throughout the admission, Steve deals
with his feelings about love, which he
calls "fear in a nice neighborhood," Ca-
tholicism, his family and death.
See ABANDON on page 16
• The Movie Hunter
'Primary Colors' another art-imitates-life film
By Hunter Tzovarras
Maine Campus staff
There's a scene late in "Primary Colors"
where presidential candidate Jack Stanton is
confronted with an ethical dilemma. His cam-
paign managers have just dug up some dirt on
the leading contender, and although the infor-
mation is damaging to his rival, it is imperti-
nent to election issues. Stanton is at a fork in the
road: Either he can run a clean campaign and
face the possibility of losing, or he can disclose
the sordid information, sail away to victory
and disregard the slimy tactics that got him
there.
It is political quandaries like this, pitting
• Not at the Mall
'Europa': unique perspective
By Mike Reynolds
Maine Campus staff
Wednesday saw the return of one of the
best foreign films of this decade when the
Not at the Mall Film Series brought "Euro-
pa, Europa" for the university community to
watch.
"Europa, Europa" is a German film, re-
leased in 1991, that deals with the true story
of Solomon Perel, a Jewish Holocaust survi-
vor whose own deception was good enough
to fool the German Army into believing he
was of Aryan descent and a prime model of
a German solider.
"You must stay alive!" was his mother's
parting admonition early in the film. These
words rang in the theme throughout the
movie as 14-year-old Perel set out from
Nazi-occupied Poland hoping to find safety
across the new Soviet frontier. Like large
numbers of other Jews fleeing the Germans,
Perel faced staggering odds against his sur-
vival. What actually transpired was far dif-
ferent from what anyone could have imag-
ined.
By the time Solly, as he was called by his
family, left Poland that night in 1939, he
already was an experienced refugee. Sens-
ing the oncoming Nazi terror, his family had
fled Germany several years before. This
time, however, the family could not stay
together and the youngster soon would be on
his own.
Reaching the Soviet shore after a dra-
matic river crossing, Perel was placed in a
Russian orphanage, where he was accepted
into the Komsomol, the communist organi-
zation for young people.
When Russia was taken over, Perel told
his captors that he was an ethnic German. To
his astonishment, he was believed, and from
that point on, his survival centered on his
ability to conceal his true identity. His lack
of a foreskin was used as a metaphor for how
easy it would be to have his identity re-
vealed.
The extraordinary fate, chance and a
See EUROPA on page 15
pragmatism with idealism, that are at the cen-
ter of "Primary Colors."
"Primary Colors," directed by Mike
Nichols, is based on the book by Anonymous
(Joe Klein), which loosely recounts the story
of President Clinton's 1992 primary cam-
paign. There are parts of the story that are
clearly based on fact and parts that are pure
fiction, contrived either by Klein or screen-
writer Elaine May. The film never claims to be
based on Clinton's '92 primary campaign, but
there are myriad parallels too obvious to ig-
nore; only someone who has never read a
newspaper could miss them.
John Travolta plays Governor Jack Stan-
ton, a man with the highest political aspira-
tions. He has the astute pragmatism to win an
election and the political idealism to make a
difference in office. Stanton knows how to
play the game of politics, but he is not all show.
The people closest to him know he genuinely
cares and wants to make a difference, and
that's why they're on his side. Henry Burton
(Adrian Lester) is Stanton's campaign manag-
er. Burton wants to work for a candidate who
doesn't just use words like "change" and "des-
tiny" as political rhetoric, but actually believes
in what he's saying. And Henry believes Stan-
See COLORS on page 16
From the home office at Beta Theta Pi
Top Ten things that you should not do during a test
10) Use a No. 3 pencil.
9) Make any hasty, life altering decisions.
8) Once you have completed the test and checked over your answer, rip it
in half.
7) Change the heading from "Test No. 2" to "Testes No. 2."
6) Put your hand in your armpit — even if it is to make fart noises.
5) Squat thrust.
4) Give all answers in the form of a question.
3) Instead of showing all your work on a piece of scrap paper, start passing
out judo chops like they're going out of style.
2) Not cough after being told to do so (hernia tests only).
1) Two words: Origami Birds.
By Eric Simonds
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• In theaters
'Wild Things' trashy, manipulative, a fun time
By Greg Dowling
Maine Campus staff
John McNaughton's "Wild Things" is
about as trashy and manipulative as thrillers
get. It has the sultry music, the sweaty
photography and the kind of locales where
everyone is wearing flowered shirts. De-
spite all this, I really enjoyed this movie.
It's so honest in its own trashiness that I
loved it.
"Wild Things" stars Matt Dillon as Sam
Lombardo, a guidance counselor (?!) at
Blue Bay High School in Florida. He also
teaches a sailing class, and appears to be
beloved by his students. One of these stu-
dents, Kelly Van Ryan (Denise Richards of
"Starship Troopers"), clearly has a crush on
him. She swoons and flirts with all the
subtlety of a Lolita. One day she makes a
pass at him, he refuses, and then she charges
him with rape.
Kelly is from a very wealthy, upscale
family, and Sam used to be involved with
Kelly's mother, Sandra (Theresa Russell).
Investigating the alleged rape are Detec-
tives Ray Duquette (Kevin Bacon) and Glo-
ria Perez (Daphne Rubin-Vega). Duquette
is a stone-faced, sullen man of the law,
whereas Perez is personable and sympa-
thetic. They uncover another alleged victim
of Sam's named Suzie Toiler (Neve Camp-
bell), a pot-head, juice-head, foul-mouthed
bisexual from the wrong side of the tracks.
I really can't say anything else about the
story because the film puts out a huge twist
every 10 minutes. What's entertaining about
"Wild Things" is that it is never what it
seems. The opening scenes made me believe
this was going to be just another piece of
exploitative trash, and I couldn't fathom
how it got such big names involved with it.
However, as I watched I became oddly en-
grossed and intrigued. The plot kept reveal-
ing itself layer after layer, each one more
unexpected than the last. Everyone in the
story appears to have some shadowy motive.
Director John McNaughton' s best known
credit is "Henry: Portrait of a Serial Killer,"
which is one of the most disturbing filmsI've
ever seen. "Wild Things" is hell and gone
from that kind of craft, but McNaughton
brings a kind of film noire sordidness to the
look and feel of the film. He has a blast
churning out all the lip-smacking absurdities
of the story. There are so many twists that we
are still getting scenes during the credits to
explain the logistics of the earlier twists.
The cast also has fun with their roles.
Bacon, with his business-like line delivery,
is a hoot. Dillon, cast hugely out of type as a
guidance counselor, does strong work as
Europa from page 14
great deal of luck help Perel from ever
being identified as a Jew. He confides his
identity to a select few, and as with his
family, many of them would die or be exiled
away from him.
The film is adapted from the novel of the
same name by Perel. At the end of the war,
he was recaptured by the Russians, and as
the Russians had liberated concentration
camps — camps Perel had known nothing
about during his time as a Hitler Youth —
Perel was set to be executed. The last twist
of fate was that his own brother was in the
crowd of the recently liberated, and he
ordered the soldiers to stop, bringing the
end to a story of which his brother would tell
him, "No one will ever believe it."
"Europa, Europa" was directed by Ag-
nieszka Holland, a female director who
used a French-German production team,
and is subtitled. While many films have
documented the Holocaust experience, this
film provides a unique perspective of the
pain a continent was forced to endure.
Wednesday night's Not At the Mall film
may not have been the easiest subject mat-
ter — actually, it was quite the opposite —
but it was worthy of watching. It is out on
video if you missed it, and it will provide a
compelling night of viewing.
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
Carrot Top
Tuesday, April 21 at 7:00 PM
1994 winner of the American
Comedy Award for Best Male
Stand-up
ALL NEW SHOW! Carrot Top's
show has to be seen to be believed.
It has evolved into a spectacle of
lights, lasers and music. Clad in
floral patterned vests and tie dye,
looking more like a free spirit
hippie than a comedian, the red-
headed Carrot Top has become one
of the top entertainers in the country.
F or lICI\CK C1II (207) 581-1755 or 800-NIC.\-TINN
TDD/TTY Service available through 581-1888
Box Office Hours: Monday - Friday 9 am to 4 pm
and 90 minutes before each performance
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
Kelly Van Ryan (Denise Richards, right) and Suzie Toiler (Neve Campbell) are
engaged in a collusion that has more double-crosses than the Florida
swamps have alligators. (Courtesy photo.)
well. Richards has a naughty sexiness about
her, but her acting skill needs a little more
polishing. Her idea of emoting is to bat her
big Bambi eyes at the camera, but given the
nature of her character it actually plays bet-
ter than it should. Bill Murray makes an
appearance as Ken Bowden, Sam's attorney.
He offers some of the film's funniest and
most entertaining scenes.
The performance that has had everyone
talking is, naturally, the bad-girl performance
by Campbell. Campbell has played mostly
straight-laced, heroic characters on TV's
"Party of Five" and in the two "Scream"
movies. She clearly wanted to get out of her
type-cast and try something bolder and more
daring, and she succeeds. Her girl-next-door
face works really well at conveying Suzie's
pathetic, lost-child facade.
"Wild Things" is ahead-turner of a mov-
ie. I'm not sure how it will fare at the box
office, as the presence of Campbell won't
hurt, but I think it's true home will be on
video. This is the kind of movie you rent
with a group of friends and smoke and drink
beer while you're watching it. It's a fun
piece of entertainment.
Some people will certainly be offended
by "Wild Things," but others will relish in
the film's potboiling story. "Wild Things" is
unrelentingly trashy, but it never really
achieves its true sleaziness either.
Grade: B
GREAT NORTHEAST PRODUCTIONS, INC. PROUDLY PRESENTS
IRREL
IIT-Pppos
ONLY MAINE '1—
APPEARANCE!
special guests: HOBEX
tv_.9 CiP
939
ALL AGES!
3 
April 10th 8:00pm
Wadsworth Gym • Colby College • Waterville, ME
TICKETS $17.50 AVAILABLE AT THE COLBY STUDENT ACTIVITIES
OFFICE, ALL 7-ir--- 70'c (7,04AFTE,v. OR TO CHARGE BY PHONE: (207)775-3331
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insecurity within us, which may breed the
desire to distinguish ourselves. We see
ourselves manifested in Steve.
The best advice for audience mem-
bers is to be prepared. You never know
when you may become part of the show.
It is an experiment with space, and it is
the farthest thing from the traditional
theatre experience.
• Commentary
Music scene flooded with too much ska
By Chris Hilton
Maine Campus staff
Like all forms of art, music has its trends
that come and go, styles that have existed for
years but are in the limelight for their prover-
bial 15 minutes. Every genre has experienced
it: classical, jazz, country, pop, folk, metal
and rock. They all have their subgenres.
Some of these evolutionary offshoots man-
aged to survive, while others have experi-
enced a musical Darwinism of sorts: They
simply die out. One of the more prevalent of
these mutations of the last year or two is ska.
Ska, which can be described by an un-
trained listener as the marriage of reggae
and punk with a healthy dose of horns,
predominately trombones and trumpets, has
a 30-year history. In the late '60s and early
'70s artists such as the Ska-talites, the En-
glish Beat and even a young Bob Marley
entered the scene playing their crazy tunes.
With the exception of Marley, who, as I am
sure you all know, went on to become the
icon of reggae, those musicians did not
experience any great fame and were essen-
tially underground bands.
Ska remained an underground phenom-
enon for years, with groups such as Fish-
bone, the Toasters and the more well-known
Mighty Mighty Bosstones building thriving
cult followings. Cultures emerged and wor-
Abandon
shipped their well-dressed gods with fasci-
nations of scooters and checkered patterns
of black and white, the reasons for which are
unbeknownst to me. And then it happened:
Ska went big.
With the Bosstones leading the charge,
the standard-bearers of ska came crashing
into the mainstream. It really is unclear what
caused ska to become Top 40. Maybe it was
due to the Bosstones' cameo in "Clueless" or
because of the rise in popularity of its rowdy
sibling, punk, which is just getting its due
recognition. Whatever the stimulus may be,
ska is here and it is here to stay. At least this
week. The popularity of the Bosstones has
allowed lesser-known horn-wielding groups
to enter the fray and make some cash. So this
is definitely a good thing, right? Most certain-
ly not!
As with everything else that may change
the mainstream, at least temporarily, ska has
produced some crap that pales in comparison
to those responsible for its new-found popu-
larity (i.e. the Bosstones). This aforemen-
tioned filth saturates the market and, frankly,
causes me to vomit; it is epitomized by such
bands as Reel Big Fish, Save Ferris (you may
be familiar with their "skanked out" cover of
Dexy's Midnight Runners' "Come On Ei-
leen"), and, although any self-respecting Rude
Boy would categorically deny the following
as ska, Sublime and No Doubt. (As a side-
from page 14
Once the lights go down and the ad-
mission is over, the audience is left to
wrestle with the issues Steve addresses. It
is a show that needs a lot of time to sink in.
At first, it may seem that Steve is
merely troubled and is sitting on the fring-
es of society. After further examination,
we may come to realize that there is a little
bit of Steve in all of us. We all have some
Fri. @ 11:30 am
Sat. & Sun. @ 12:00 noon
note, a "Rude Boy" is the Bosstones' equiv-
alent of a Deadhead.)
Every form of music has its cheap-ass
knockoffs that make me loathe a potentially
promising genre. Ska is no exception. How I
long for the day when I can break a trombone
over a ska guy's head and steal his Doc
Martens. I would probably swipe his plaid
pants, too, and pawn them.
Now I might be giving the impression
that I idolize the Mighty Mighty Bosstones
and criticize other ska bands for their here-
sy. Such is not the case. I despise ska,
particularly the Bosstones. I do, however,
appreciate the Bosstones' decade-long ded-
ication to "skacore" (a derivative of ska).
This admiration of their devotion aside, ska
is a pointless genre. I firmly believe it is just
a way for guys who were band geeks in high
school to get chicks, and to find a way to
make the years spent learning and playing
the trumpet seem cool.
Colors from page 14
ton is that candidate. So do a lot of other
people, including Stanton's wife, Susan (Emma
Thompson). Susan knows that her husband is
flawed, but she believes in his ability to win
and his ideas for change. That's why she
staunchly sticks with him after allegations of
infidelity.
The story focuses around Stanton and his
campaign, but it is told from the point of view
of Henry and the other people behind the
scenes working to get Stanton into office.
There's Richard Jemmons (Billy Bob Thorn-
ton), Stanton's brash, self-proclaimed redneck
strategist. Jenunons is obviously based on
Clinton's real-life strategist, James Carville.
Libby Holden (Kathy Bates) is a longtime
friend of Stanton's and is hired as the "dust-
buster." Her job: To publicly clean up any
divulged dirt on Stanton. And there's Daisy, the
assistant campaign manager, who finds her way
into bed with Henry. At the heart of "Primary
Colors" are the times these people share togeth-
er working for something — someone — they
believe in, about the elation and distress that
comes with the job, and about making history,
and, maybe, having a little fun doing it.
Nichols and May were right not to put
Stanton in every scene. It is interesting to see
how the characters talk and fixate about him
when he is not around. Even in his absence, he
is the dominant character, with everything
revolving around him. These characters ob-
sess so greatly over Stanton because he shares
some of their ideas and he actually has a chance
to win. But this type of fixation does have its
consequences. After Bates' character becomes
disillusioned with Stanton's ethics, she ex-
horts Henry to build his own life and not to
place his hopes and dreams in Stanton, some-
thing she has learned too late.
The film introduces a lot of information
and characters, but many situations and issues
are left unexplored. One key issue that's never
explored is the private relationship between
Stanton and his wife. We can only speculate at
why she puts up with his philandering, and
why he's so disposed to self-destructive be-
havior. And the affair that develops between
Henry and Daisy is only given a passing glance.
To fit everything into its 136-minute running
time, the movie pushes along to more political-
ly-oriented issues, leaving personal and inti-
mate ones behind.
Or maybe the film deliberately avoids these
issues to further stress the imperative of win-
ning the campaign, and how personal concerns
are a distant second. Either way, "Primary
Colors" is an insightful, smart political film.
Rating: ***
FRIDAY
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• Men's hockey
Cronin coaching through changes in Michigan
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
A year has passed since former men's
hockey coach Greg Cronin last called the
shots behind the Black Bear bench. An
arduous and stressful year, however, for
a man who struggled to find his identity
while living in Maine, a place he still
holds in high regard.
After filling in for then-suspended
coach Shawn Walsh at the tail end of
1995 through a portion of '96, Cronin is
carving a niche for himself in Ann Arbor,
Mich., where he is a coach for the Na-
tional Team Development Program.
After spending more than eleven years
in the collegiate ranks, including two
stints that covered six
-and-a-half years
as a Black Bear, Cronin teamed up with
former Lake Superior State coach Jeff
Jackson to coach for USA Hockey. He
went 21-13-2 while serving as head coach
at the University of Maine.
Although it is a significant opportuni-
ty for Cronin and his future coaching
plans, he says it comes with a price.
The grueling schedules, draining road
trips and a seemingly infinite number of
miles away from home have taken their
toll on the Colby College graduate.
"It's probably the most time-consum-
ing job I've ever had," Cronin said. "It's
a different schedule than college - not as
balanced - and it has been a little bit of a
Greg Cronin (second row, seventh from left) says he would love to get back into college coaching. (File photo.)
social suicide out here."
"It's an energy drainer," he said of
those twice-a-day practices and more than
50 games to prepare for. "And I've learned
more in six months coaching than six
years of college."
Aside from finding no spare time for
himself, Cronin says he is coping with
some personal problems that have forced
him to take a closer look inside.
"Honestly, right now I feel I'm in a
tunnel and kind of shoveling my way
through it," Cronin said.
Cronin began his coaching career at
Colby where, from 1987-88, he served as
an assistant coach.
After spending time as a graduate as-
sistant at UMaine from 1988-90, he
moved out west and played an instru-
mental role in turning the now-power-
house Colorado College program into a
contender.
Cronin returned to his Maine roots in
1993 when he coached under Walsh and
Grant Standbrook. His primary responsi-
bilities included on-ice coaching and
headlining a strength and conditioning
program.
He wasn't without his moment in
the limelight, though, as he served as a
head coach at CC and UMaine — both
See CRONIN on page 18
• The bottom line
Wrestling the critics, pinning the weekend
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff
Spring time is finally here, which means
the sounds of sports are in the air along
with the hummingbirds and chickadees.
The crack of a bat (aluminum or wood,
your pick), the swish of a basketball in the
Final Four, the sound of a man hitting the
mat after being bodyslammed...
Wait a minute. Bodyslammed?
Yes folks, not only is this college bas-
ketball's big weekend, but it's also Wres-
tlemania.
No, don't turn the page yet. Keep read-
ing.
Sunday night will be the mat world's
big event — its World Series or Super
Bowl. For 13 years, the World Wrestling
Federation has delivered this pay-per-view
event with the usual stars, glitz and glam-
our you would equate with the above "main-
stream" sporting championships.
This year, though, in case you haven't
heard, former world boxing champ and
exile Mike Tyson, sans Don King, will be
a guest referee in the Shawn Michaels/
"Stone Cold" Steve Austin world title
match.
Now before you start
laughing and talking
about how Tyson
can't sink any lower,
and that wrestling is
just plain fake and that
only complete losers
watch it, keep in mind
this isn't your father's pro
wrestling business, so to
speak.
The game of wrestling has be-
come big business over the past three
years or so, almost surpassing its totals
for the 1980s when Hulk Hogan domi-
nated the scene and was a household
name.
It dominates the Monday night cable
wars, as WCW Monday Nitro and WWF
Raw draw more than 7 million viewers
combined. Major League Baseball and
the NBA would kill for those numbers.
Austin, an eighth-year pro, is near to
the popularity totals Hogan was at in his
prime. "Austin 3:16" is almost as recog-
nizable as "Hulkamania."
The stakes are also higher: Ted Turn-
er, the multi-billionaire media king who
owns World Championship Wrestling,
opened up his pocketbook four years ago
and lured Hogan to Atlanta following his
exodus from the WWF amid steroid charg-
es.
Any wrestling fan of the mid-1980s
will notice most of WCW's talent roster is
made up of former WWF stars: Kevin
Nash (Diesel), Scott Hall (Razor Ramon),
Bret Hart, Curt Hennig (Mr. Perfect), Rick
Rude and Randy Savage all competed up
north.
The Nitro program revolutionized the
way wrestling is today, as it was doomed
for failure from the start against the estab-
lished Raw. But it has thrived, expanding
from one hour to its current three and spawn-
ing WCW Thunder, a two-hour program on
Thursday nights on TBS.
More and more fans are coming out of
the wrestling closet, admitting their long-
time love for watching Austin, Sting, Dia-
mond Dallas Page or Ken Shamrock.
Now Tyson is on board the WWF ship,
but where his future lies in it is anyone's
guess. Will he stick around and compete
like Ultimate Fighting's Shamrock, the
NFL's Steve McMichael and Bill Gold-
berg, or Olympic powerlifter Mark Hen-
U.?
Or will he move off into the sunset with
his $3.5 million payday and back into the
boxing ring, fighting mediocre bouts and
never living up to the standard he set in the
late 1980s?
Whatever the outcome, wrestling is back
in style. So what if it is fixed? Athleticism
See WRESTLING on page 18
ROM THE DEN
F
ormer University of Maine baseball coach
John Winkin - who reached legendary
status in his Orono days - was the first man
out of Duke University to be drafted in World
War II.
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Cronin from page 19
times spent in a veil of darkness under
the scrutiny of NCAA-troubled years.
Both instances were also under the
murky label "interim," which Cronin said
was something he never felt comfortable
with.
"Egotistically speaking, an interim is
a lame-duck title," he said. "And it's a
burden and it doesn't have much signifi-
cance. To say it didn't bother me would
be wrong."
But it did provide an opportunity for
him, something he took full advantage of.
"Absence breeds opportunity," Cro-
nin said on the suspension of Walsh that
led to his one-year stint as head coach at
UMaine. "And it was a wonderful oppor-
tunity. We got sucker-punched with the
situation with the NCAA, though."
"He was put in a tough position," said
Black Bear captain Brian White, who
played under Cronin. "He took over in
turmoil, and no one gave him a lot of
credit."
Cronin is thriving with Team USA
this year, having coached his Red Team
— and Maine recruit Doug Janik — to an
impressive 31-14-5 record.
"My team has gotten so much better,"
Cronin said. "Our players really took the
turn after September, really turned it on
in December."
As for the future, Cronin says he would
love to make a return trip to college
coaching, but it would have to be some-
thing he could call his own.
"I don't know if I could ever be an
assistant coach again," he said.
UMaine Sports: the victory, the defeat, the pride.
Read it in Sports.
The Maine Campus
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• Lecture
Baseball and its beauty
By Dave Bailey art to tell them what's good about sports, point-
Maine Campus staff ing out the ethical and aesthetic values they
present.
For those of you who feel that baseball is just In response to some critics' beliefs that art is
a game, it may be time to rethink that statement. creative while sports is merely active, Acampo-
In her lecture, ` What's Beautiful About ra said that "sports have creative aspects impor-
Baseball?" philosophy professor Christa Davis tant to its creation and 4velopment."
Acampora noted the link between baseball and Acampora also took on the notion that
art in how both exhibited a desire for play. athletes don't like to face challenges.
"Both indicate the presence of human exist- "Even the top athletes would refuse to corn-
ence because both exemplify one aspect of that pete against those who they would perceive as
—play," Acamporasaid."Play indicates some- a threat [if that was so]," she said.
thing quite real about ourselves." Acampora went on to criticize athletes and
The discussion, which was perhaps more teams that plarf winning over athletic perfor-
aimed to philosophy fans than baseball fans, mance. Acampora cited the 1997 Florida Mar-
was held at the Maples yesterday afternoon, has as proof, a team that spent more than $70
While she didn't go so far as to consider million on free agents in order to secure a world
baseball a form of art, Acampora noted how championship.
baseball and art share the same qualities, includ- "It was an interesting assemblage of parts,
ing the ability for the participants in each to but not an impressive whole," she said.
freely express themselves. The parallels between baseball and war
"Sports don't need to be considered art in were mentioned as well.
order to manifest beauty," she said. "Baseball, Even though some critics felt that baseball
perhaps more than other sports, offers chances encourages warby emphasizing protecting prop-
to apply creativity in unique ways. Baseball is erty from attack, Acampora said they're look-
uniquely suitable for this treatment." ing at the game from the wrong way.
Acampora also pointed out how race, bal- "The structure [of baseball] is on the basis of
ance, form, and movement show the correlation actions of players, and not the acquisition of
between sports and art. power and property," she said. —There's no
Acampora said that people should look to symbolic loot or territory to be taken."
Wrestling from page 17
cannot be faked, and neither can injuries.
This is a contact sport, make no doubt
about it.
By the way, Austin will beat Michaels
for the WWF world title after nailing both
Michaels and Tyson with a "Stone Cold
Stunner."
P.S. — Nason 3:16 says this column
just whupped your ass. If you like wres-
tling, you know what that means.
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• Softball
Bears in the buzz as southern trip concludes
By Dave Bailey
Maine Campus staff
The University of Maine softball team
will look for some southern hospitality
this weekend when it participates in the
Georgia Tech Buzz Classic in Atlanta, Ga.
Maine coach Janet Anderson. (File
photo.)
The tournament marks the third and
final leg of Maine's southern swing.
The Black Bears (10-14) are coming
off a 2-2 mark in last week's Winthrop
University Invitational in South Carolina.
After two early losses, Maine rebound-
ed by defeating Radford in a 1-0 squeaker,
followed by a 9-3 triumph over UNC-
Charlotte.
It was those old standbys — pitching
and defense — that led the way for Maine.
Jen Burton hurled a shutout in game
one, allowing just three hits and two walks
while striking out seven.
In game two, Maine's first four batters
combined for eight of the team's 12 hits.
Maine pitcher Carrie Green helped her
own cause, going 3-for-3 with two RBIs
and two runs scored. In the circle, she
tossed a complete game to boost her record
to 4-2.
The stingy Bears made zero errors in
the two victories.
"When you can get results from your
defense, and you get your bats going for
you, you get results," Maine coach Janet
• Women's basketball
Blodgett in the spotlight
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff
Cindy Blodgett will appear on nation-
al television this weekend, as the senior
prepares for the professional drafts by
competing in the WBCA Honda All-Star
Challenge.
Blodgett, 16 other Division I seniors,
and three players from Div. II and the
NAIA will head to Kansas City, Mo.'s
Municipal Auditorium to compete in the
game, held in conjunction with the NCAA
Women's Find Four and WBCA Nation-
al Convention.
Ticha Penichero from Old Dominion,
Tracy Reid from North Carolina and Har-
vard's Allison Feaster will also play.
Feaster beat out Blodgett for the NCAA
scoring title this season.
The game will be aired at midnight on
Saturday on the Lifetime cable network.
Blodgett was also named to the ECAC
Division I All-Star team, along with
Feaster, Connecticut's Nykesha Sales,
Vermont's Karalyn Church and Holy
Cross' Amy O'Brien. Feaster was named
Player of the Year.
Blodgett was a first-team selection in
1995-96 and 1996-97.
The University of Maine women's
basketball team will hold its annual year-
end banquet on Saturday, April 25 at the
Alfond Arena. A social hour with players
and coaches will begin at 6 p.m., with the
dinner and program following at 7 p.m.
Tickets are $24, with reservations
needed by April 22. Call Diane Gallant at
581-1107 for more info... Congratula-
tions to head coach Joanne Palombo-
McCallie and her husband, John, who
recently announced they will have their
second child later this year. Their daugh-
ter, Madeline, is three years old.
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Anderson said.
Maine kicks off the Buzz Classic today
against Cal State-Fullerton and North
Carolina, perhaps Maine's toughest oppo-
nents yet this season.
Both are southern schools that get the
luxury of practicing outdoors year-round,
while Maine is forced to the chilly con-
fines of Memorial Gym.
"They're in competition two weeks be-
fore we're even out of the fieldhouse,"
Anderson said. "[But] our trips down south
give us an advantage over some of the
other schools."
North Carolina is coming off a disas-
trous doubleheader sweep at the hands of
10th-ranked Southern Florida, losing by
counts of 4-0 and 5-0.
Expect both opponents to excel in all
facets of the game.
"We expect both teams to have speed,
pitching, and an offense that generates one
through nine," Anderson said.
Maine will have to run on all cylinders
if it hopes to escape the Deep South with
some wins.
"We've got to be aggressive [and] have
attitude to win," Anderson said. "When
we get to the plate, we've got to do what-
ever it takes to get on base.
"It's on the line right here."
Maine will also take on Butler Univer-
sity and Georgia Southern University at
the Classic.
Bionic Woman
Ah, the wonders of modern medicine.
Maine second baseman and co-captain
Melissa Creegan saw her first action of the
season last week, scoring the Bears' lone
run in the Radford victory and going 1-
for-1 with one run scored in the UNC-
Charlotte game.
Creegan had missed the previous 22
games with an injured little finger that was
broken in three places.
She may have missed even more games
if it wasn't for a little technical marvel that
allows her to ease back into the lineup.
"We put together a special glove to
protect her hand," Anderson said. "It's
cumbersome, but she can bat with it. The
shock of the hits doesn't seem to bother
Jen Burton pitched a shutout last
Sunday. (Coutesy photo.)
her much."
The glove allows Creegan to only make
limited pinch-hitting and pinch-running
appearances, however.
"The problem is that because of the
bulkiness, she's not able to field," Ander-
son said.
Anderson added that she expects Cree-
gan to return to full-time duty in time for
the America East opener at Hofstra Uni-
versity next weekend.
Record Watch
Maine shortstop Michelle Puls, who
already owns the single-season dou-
bles record with 16, needs just eight
more to break the career standard of 39
held by current Maine assistant coach
Deb Smith.
Puls also needs to score nine runs to
break Tina Oulette's career mark of 93.
Oops
The ERAs in Monday's paper were
miscalculated. Here's how they should
have read:
Pitcher
J. Burton
C. Green
V. Brenner
A. Bishop
N. Sawyer
ERA
3.72
2.33
5.48
3.04
6.20
Open
your mind You maY learn something aboutY°urself.
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HELP
WANTED
Summer positions at private camp for girt
in Vermont Locheam Camp seeks coun-
selors/actktity instructors for studio/ per-
forming arts, field sports, gynmastics, ten-
nis,watersports(LGT,WSIforswimming),
English riding, hiking. Senior staff positions
for leadership trainer, program coordina-
tor, division heads, RN. Join our "commu-
nity of goodness" for a rewarding sum-
mer! Drug, alcohol + smoke-fi ee. Call 1-
800-2356659ore-mail Lochem@aolcom
Roofing and building contractor.
Free estimates call anytime Ask for
Gene 207-327-1038
Summer camp counselors needed for
Premiere Camps in Massachusetts. Posi-
tions for talented, energetic, and fun
loving students as counselors in all team
sports induding roller hockey, all inciF
viduals sports such as tennis & golf,
waterfront and pool activities and spe-
cialty activities induding art, dance, the-
atre, gymnastics, newspapers & radio.
Salaries, room, board and travel. June
20th- August 19th. Enjoy a great sum-
mer that promises to be unforgettable.
Mah-Kee-Nac (Boys): 1-800-753-9118
Danbee (Girls): 1-800-392-3752.
www.campkn.com
Summer help needed for days & eve-
nings. Please apply @ LaBree's Bakery
184 Gilman Falls Ave Old Town ME
Have the best summer of your life .
Be on staff @ Camp Beech Cliff on
MDI. Counselors who love kids and
mother nature 6-17-8-21 M-Email
CampBeechCliff@acadia.net
500 Summer Jobs/ 50 camps/YOU
CHOOSE!! NY, PA, New England. In-
structors needed: Tennis, Roller-Hockey,
Basketball, Lifeguards, WSI, Baseball,
Gymnastics, Sailing, Outdoor Ed. Arlene
Streisand 1-800-443-6428
Money talks...I'm very serious.
Question is are you? Move 1 unit
profit 259/wk x 52 weeks= 13,468/
yr Call Mike 990-0486
$250 or. week+ room and board,
also you can take a class if you
want. The earliest you apply the
better chance of getting the sum-
mer job! Call Bill Picard at 581-7170
as soon as you can for more infor-
mation, and/or look at my new
webpage at fitto://
www.umcs.maine.edu/
-caotaino/summer.htmt
Year job or more. $250 to start, for
more info, look @ my new web page
@ http://www. umcs. ma ine.ed u/
--captainp/jobs/yearjob.html.
Summer Jobs for the Environ-
ment $2500-$4000 Summer. Cam-
paign for clean air and water. Pro-
tect endangered species. Make A
Difference. Offices in 70 cities and
33 states. Campaign to Save the
Environment. 1-800-75-EARTH
Summer Employment at Crab Apple
Whitewater, Inc. HC 63 Box 25 The
Forks ME 04985 1-800-553-7238
(RAFT) Innkeeper positions available
May- September. Hiring self-moti-
vated, responsible persons who en-
joy dealing with guests and all phases
of innkeeping. Duties may include
light food preparation, food inven-
tory, cleaning, etc. Experience not
necessary, owners will train. We need
hardworking, people oriented staff
persons to join in providing memo-
rable experiences for guests. If you
would like to be part of our top-
notch team, please send resume
and call us for interview appoint-
ments. Reservations/Guest Ser-
vices position available May- Sep-
tember. Hiring courteous, conscien-
tious, enthusiastic person to join our
guest-services team. Duties revolve
around intense, high-volume phone
work, using a computerized reserva-
tion, guest check-ins, retail store
sales, etc. Experience not necessary,
owners will train. We need a
hardworking, responsible person
with superior people skills. If you are
this person, please send resume and
call for interview appointment.
Cacm bay Bartending. Student discounts
call for information 1-800467-2028
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT- Fishing industry. Excellent
earnings & benefit potential. All
major employers. Ask us how! 517-
324-3115 ext. A50672
EASTERN EUROPE EMPLOY-
MENT-Teach basic English in major
European cities. Competitive wages
+benefits. Ask us how! 517-336-
0625 ext. K50671
Tutor wanted Lithuanian/English
Call Bangor 262-9738 Leave mes-
sage
HIKING-BIKING-FISHING -
KAYAKING LOOKING FOR EXPERI-
ENCED, CREATIVE, RELIABLE WAIT
AND BAR STAFF TO WORK IN THE
SHADOWS OF KATHADIN. FOR A
SUMMER ADVENTURE CALL AN-
DREA AT 800-766-7238.
Whitewater Raft Guides
May training course on Kennebec
River. Full time and part time posi-
tion available for 1998 season no
experience necessary. For an appli-
cation please call Adventure Bound
(207) 672-4300.
Cruise Ship & Land Tour Jobs-
Excellent benefits. World Travel. Ask
us how! 517-324-3090 ext. C50672
APARTMENTS
Roommate wanted: 1 br in Orono
house with wshr/dryer, backyard,
deck. Grad student pref. $220/mo.
866-0604
Old Town, 4BR, Ig kitchen, lg. yard,
Ig bath, dining room, washer/dryer,
heat & hw incl. $850 mo. 827-9468
3 Bed apt all utilities W/D dish-
washer sunroom call David 947-
4072
3 bed house heated rural setting 2
car garage $700 per month 6 miles
Call David 947-4072
Bradley-1 br apt in quiet setting .
350/ mo plus elec. No pets. 7 miles-
campus. Sec deposit. Avail. Imm.
827-7017
Orono: Apartments for next fall,
intown locations. No pets. Effic. 1-2-
3-4-5 br. 866-2516.
Orono roommate wanted to share
large apt, walk to UMO, parking,
washer/dryer. $250 includes all
utils&HT 866-0611
Old Town, ownerwillfinance $595
per month 3 br, great location, ask-
ing less than recent appraisal. grg
800-763-5601
Live independent and save more
than $2000, over dorm costs per
year each or save $10.000. per
year total for a 5 br + 2 bath
townhouse 1 mile to campus.
Safe + cool. 827-6212.
Leave the dorm but stay on campus
save money, small co-ed building
w/ free cable from $179-$299 a
month reserve for next semester
Tim @ 866-0283
Old Town 1234 Bed Apts heat &
hot water included. No pets. Also 3
Bedroom house. 827-7231
3-4 Bedroom LARGE sunny rooms
$550 &electricity, wood floors, park-
ing, nice neighborhood 469-7839
Orono apts close to campus June
to May leases heat & hot water
included call Lou at 866-4487
Old Town  1 br apt heat water sew
375 2 br apt heat water sew 435 4
br apt heat water sew 750 827-
7404
Orono, 5 huge brs heated in town
great location, big rooms, live cheap
only $194 per person 800-763-
5601
ORONO. WASHBURN PLACE APTS.
149 Park Street. APPLY NOW. Luxury
2 br Townhome. Heat, Water, Sewer
Incl. No Pets. Sec. Dep and Lease
required. $625/mth. Call 945-6955.
Old Town 2 br apts heat + hot
water inc. $475-525 no pets 827-
7231
Summer Sublet Orono 3 br Ig
kitchen dr & Ir walk to campus
convenient location Call 866-7001
Orono, 3 br apt, Ir, dr, hw floor, best
location in Orono. Aval. 9/1/98
Across from post office $695 pm
800-763-5601
Room for rent in modern, clean
apt 1 mi to campus . Very safe.
Short term or longer. $175.mo.all
827-6212.
Save over $2000. oer year  over
campus housing by renting at
Riverview Townhouses. Call
827-6212.
Orono eff 1 2 3 4 Bed. Heat & H.W.
inc. No pets. Starting at $200/ mo.
827-7231
5 bedroom 2 full bathroom
townhouse close to UMO. Mod-
ern, clean, newly renovated.
Decks ft. + rear tri-level river
access. Safe neighborhood. 1
block to tennis courts, balffield +
post office. Privacy assured.
Laundry rent $875.- mo. Heat,
water, snow +trash removal incl.
+ more. 827-6212
Old Town 3 br heat+ hot water
incl. $600 mo. security deposit 827-
4561
Private rooms on campus. only 249/
270/ month. all utilities incl. Tim @
866-0283
For rent in June-3&4 BR townhouse
apts. 1/21i from campus. Chemical
free- not pets. Call 866-3785
Old Town large lbr modern good
condition all utilities inc. sec+lease
$440 Call 827-3780
Bangor 116-4th St large 2br house
heat inc w/dhook-up $500 plus sec
Call 827-3780
Old Town large modern 3br good
cond w/dryer hookup $675 incl
heat+hw sec+lease Call 827-3780
Old Town large 5br 2bath house
good cond modern w/dry hook-up
$850 plus utilities sec+lease Call
827-3780
Orono 17 Water St large 5br+3bath
good condition $1000inc. all util
sec+lease Call 827-3780
Orono 17 Water St 5 br good con
$1100 inc heat+hw sec+lease w/
dryer-hook-up Call 827-3780
2-6 bdrm apts large rooms, park-
ing, yard, washer/dryer some $225-
250 pp includes all utilities 469-
7839
Old Town Ig4br2bath house d/
w+w/dry hook-up modern
heat+hw included $850 sec. lease
Call 827-3780
Bike, canoe, kayak, or walk to cam-
pus from your front door. 5 bed-
room + 2full bath townhouse dose,
safe, modem, dean. Call 827-6212.
MI SC
Erotic Sensations (formerly Exotica)
Exotic Dancers male and female for
any occasion call 990-0425
BEAR BREW PUB NOW SERVING
LATE NIGHT MENU TILL 11:00;
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY.
BEAR BREW PUB BUCK A BREW
10 OZ BEAR BREW ALES 9:00-
11:00; SUNDAY THRU WEDNES-
DAY.
Sex Matters Live! w/ Dr. Sandra Caron
Wed 9-10 p.m. 91.9 VVMEB 581-2333
1992 Mazda, MXG, 5 spd, red w/
grey inter., cd player, tilt, a/c, 112k
miles, runs great. Call Eric@ 1-8641
for more info.
M.C. Fernalds is selling loaves of
Borealis Breads. Fresh Baked
Monday through Friday
Don't forget brush your teeth at
least twice a day.
Join GAB & chat w/an intl student 4 at
least 1hr/wk over coffee, converse,
activities, etc.. Call 01P 1- 1585
Casco bay Bartending. Student dis-
counts call for information 1-800-
467-2028
TRAVEL
Mexico/Caribbean or Central
America $200 r.t. Europe $179 ow.
Other world wide destinations
cheap. ONLY TERRORISTS GET YOU
THERE CHEAPER! Air-Tech (212)
219-7000. www.airtech.com email:
PERSONAL S
Loving couple and adopted son long
for a new born to expand our fam-
ily. Stay at home mom and profes-
sional dad are ready for open rela-
tionship with birth family and will
help in anyway we can. Call Shirley!
Drew 800-607-3632.
Pizza Dome delivers ice cream
cakes 8" round & log cakes the
best in New England!! Call 827-
6867 YUMMY
Its not the length that counts. Its
the girth. Pizza Dome subs will
fill you up. Call 827-6867
FOR SALE
1990 Plymouth Sundance new eng.
+ exhaust + stereo great $2,000 or
best offer Call 866-3018
organ for sale: 1962 Hammond
Model #112 with a 1965 Leslie model
(1 channel) speaker cabinet with a
new 12 inch sub powered by your
own external amp. call 942-4635.
87 Toyota Corolla 5 spd 4dr AM/FM
Cas 140k very dependable run/ looks
great. $1700 Call Yan @ 866-4188
Looking for someone
to sublet your
apartment? Be a
part of The Marne
Campus Apartment
Guide. Call Erin at 1-
1273 for more
information!
